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Abstract 

The consequences of a poor quality diet are slow to develop and easy to ignore, 

however, the impact on the health of communities as a whole is great (Lean, 

2015). With the current upward trend in obesity, especially in children, this 

review looks into a variety of food labelling systems in order to determine their 

influence on consumers’ eating habits. The food labelling systems currently in 

place are only partially effective, with some seeming to demonstrate complete 

operational failure, therefore more research is needed in order to understand 

the cognitive processes used by consumers when making decisions using food 

labels. As a commonly consumed product which varies widely in nutritional 

content, and displays an array of different types of labelling information, 

breakfast cereal could benefit from further research into how the different food 

labelling systems are used and understood by consumers. 
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1.1 Introduction 

Food labels were initially put into place for the safety of the consumer, however 

their role has evolved over time (Cheftel, 2005). Up until 1900, in most cases 

food came directly from the farm, with little need for any packaging or branding 

(Welch & Mitchell, 2000). The 1900s saw food label development, with 

advancements in food production, and legislation which prohibited the shipping 

and manufacture of ‘misbranded’ or ‘adulterated’ food products (U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration, 2009; U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2014; Welch & 

Mitchell, 2000). The addition of preservatives to foods and worries about the 

effects on health, led to the development of food labelling, where no ingredients 

could be added without informing the consumer (U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration, 2014). Today, labelling is becoming an instrument for both 

motivating customer behaviour and manipulating production practices (Albert & 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2014). The food 

industry is the largest sector of the commercial economy, and profit margins 

could be affected when it comes to reformulation of products, as a result of 

legislation, in order to bring them in line with nutritional guidelines (Lean, 2015). 

In the UK, as an alternative to legislation, industry partners are encouraged to 

sign up to the Department of Health (DoH) responsibility deal, where additional 

labelling is applied to products, with the common goal of aiding consumers to 

make healthy and informed choices (DoH, 2015a). Consumers expect the 

information on a food package to be truthful, in order to make a purchase which 

best fits their needs (Albert & Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 

Nations, 2014), yet the variety of labelling systems now appearing on packaging 
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has been criticised for introducing confusion rather than transparency (Johnson, 

2014).  

1.2 Health concerns 

The consequences of a poor quality diet are slow to develop and easy to ignore, 

however, the impact on the health of communities as a whole is great (Lean, 

2015). A poor diet in childhood is associated with poor development and ill 

health (Jackson, 2015). Moreover, it is likely that obese children will become 

obese adults, with a high risk of developing obesity related complications such 

as type 2 diabetes (T2D) (Baqai & Wilding, 2015), cardiovascular disease 

(CVD) and psychosocial difficulties (Finer, 2015). The greatest expense when 

treating obesity is attributed to the resulting consequences, which cost the 

National Health Service (NHS) an estimated £5 billion per year (Lobstein, 2015; 

DoH, 2015b). Manufacturing processes are swiftly reformed when ingredients 

are found to be contaminated, however changes to nutritional composition that 

would benefit the health of the population have not yet been implemented 

adequately to bring diets in line with healthy eating targets (Lean, 2015; 

Wiseman & Lean, 2015). Energy balance is regulated by biological processes, 

however appetite regulation is easily overpowered by food marketing and other 

environmental prompts such as advertising (Baqai & Wilding, 2015). 

Early government policy efforts to tackle obesity were heavily concentrated on 

health education in the form of dietary guidelines (Lobstein & Davies, 2009). 

Nevertheless, as nutritional information did not become mandatory or 

standardised until 1990, these guidelines were difficult to follow (Edge, Toner, 
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Kapsak & Geiger, 2014). Furthermore, dietary guidance may only be beneficial 

to the well-educated and the health conscious (Lean, 2015).  

1.3 Nutritional Labelling 

Public policy over recent years has focussed on tackling the problem of obesity 

through the use of educational tools such as nutritional labels on food items 

(Lobstein & Davies, 2009; Roberto et al., 2012b). For pre-packaged food and 

drink to be sold in the United Kingdom, the label should list the ingredients and 

show other key information in a way that is easy to read and understand, is 

easily visible and is not misleading (GOV.UK, 2014). It takes approximately 

fifteen seconds to decide on a supermarket purchase, and the nutritional 

information available to the customer at the point of purchase may only be on 

the food label (Hankey, 2015; Mackison, Anderson & Wrieden, 2010). 

Processed and ready prepared meals remove consumer control over the 

ingredients, composition and portion size, therefore it is imperative that this 

information is simple to read and to understand (Hankey, 2015; Mackison et al., 

2010). Nevertheless, a 2010 study by Mackison et al. suggested that this was 

not the case for the current Guideline Daily Amounts (GDA) labelling format. 

Using a short validated survey that comprised food label based numerical and 

comprehension tasks to test the nutrition label comprehension of a 

representative sample of the UK population, results concluded that the nutrition 

label format is less helpful to those with lower levels of educational attainment 

(Mackison et al., 2010).  
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Some aspects of food labelling can pose barriers to fair trade, therefore much 

policy is managed at a European Union (EU) level rather than by the United 

Kingdom (UK) government (Wiseman & Lean, 2015). Currently, only nutritional 

information is mandatory if a nutrition claim such as low-fat is made, although 

many organisations have voluntarily signed up to the DoH responsibility deal 

(Hankey, 2015; DoH, 2015a). As part of the responsibility deal, companies 

pledge to encourage action on obesity by agreeing to such initiatives as front of 

pack (FOP) labelling, which has had 23 pledges, and is now present on 80% of 

processed food items in the UK (DoH, 2015a; Hankey, 2015). The voluntary 

FOP labelling scheme aims to increase the number of partners that are using 

the government recommended labelling scheme, as a consistent scheme will 

ensure that consumers are supported in making healthy choices, and not 

confused by multiple formats (DoH, 2015a). Nutritional labelling is to become 

mandatory for all pre-packaged food items in 2016, with new guidelines for 

mandatory and voluntary information introduced for manufacturing from 

December 2014 (appendix 1) (DoH, 2015a). Guidelines allow manufacturers 

and supermarkets to design their own label as long as it meets EU 

requirements (appendix 1) (DOH, FSA & the Scottish Government, 2013). This 

is not consistent with the evidence that differing formats are confusing to 

customers (Which?, 2006).  

Nonetheless, numerous labelling schemes have been developed, including front 

of pack colour coded labelling that was announced by the Food Standards 

Agency (FSA) in 2006 (FSA, 2006; Howlett & Kennedy, 2011). Policy research 

for FOP labelling in 2011 conducted a literature review of customer response to 
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FOP labelling and determined that the general public like and understand traffic 

light labelling systems, although effects on purchase behaviour were unclear 

(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2011). Nevertheless, GDA is 

the preferred method by the food industry (Hankey, 2015), and has become the 

compulsory scheme for the European Union (European Parliament, 2010). As a 

compromise, the DoH, FSA, and the Scottish government have recommended 

the use of a combined traffic light and GDA labelling system (Hankey, 2015; 

DoH, FSA & The Scottish Government, 2013) (guidelines in appendix 1). The 

vital difference between the traffic light and GDA schemes is that traffic light 

symbols represent levels clearly as high, medium or low in a way that will be 

easily understood by the consumer, which GDA does not do (Lobstein & 

Davies, 2009). However, the strong opposition to the traffic light labelling 

system from many food industry organisations represents the powerful impact 

that labelling can have on sales, which is inconsistent with the commitment to 

front of pack labelling in the UK (Lachat et al., 2012; Hankey, 2015). Some EU 

countries are opposed to this traffic light format, proposing that it could obstruct 

free trade due to its simplistic nature and the use of potentially non-beneficial 

nutrition claims in the form of red lights (European Parliament, 2010; Salas & 

Simões, 2014).  

GDA values vary according to age and gender, and are used on food labelling 

to deliver guidance on dietary composition (Combet & Buckton, 2015). 

However, after new labelling guidelines were introduced on 13th December 

2014 (DoH, 2013), GDA values produced by the Institute of Grocery Distributors 

(IGD) in the UK have been replaced by percentage reference intakes (%RIs) 
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(Food and Drink Federation, 2009; DoH, FSA & the Scottish Government, 

2013). %RIs are based on an average sized woman performing an average 

amount of physical activity, and values for other population groups such as 

children are not permitted to be used in order to maintain consistent information, 

which raises questions as to how parents will determine the amount of certain 

nutrients that their child is consuming (DoH, FSA & the Scottish Government, 

2013). 

Discussions behind compulsory front of pack labelling in the UK have led to a 

requirement for performance testing (Lachat & Tseng, 2013). An untested 

format could be detrimental or unproductive for three reasons, as described by 

Hamlin, McNeill and Moore (2015): 

1. Positive outcomes may not occur, and negative outcomes might be 

possible. 

2. Costs could be forced on the food industry, with no promise of profit 

return. 

3. An ineffective labelling system might obstruct the development of a 

system that is effective. 

In their recent review of front of package literature, Kleef and Dagevos 

(2015) have plotted the major schemes that are used in industry on a 

continuum based on how consumers process the available information, as 

illustrated in figure 1.1. 
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Nutritional facts only     Opinion or recommendation only 

          

     

  

Reductive         Evaluative  

Guideline daily amounts     Traffic light schemes Seal of approval schemes 

Figure 1.1 FOP nutritional label types on a continuum (adapted from 

Hamlin et al. (2015). 

One end of the continuum represents purely factual information, whereas the 

other end contains no factual information. The diagram explains how 

consumers need to use differing evaluation techniques depending on the format 

of label that they are presented with, ranging from detailed examination to 

purely trust based thinking (Kleef & Dagevos, 2015). Nevertheless, no well-

founded conclusions were made concerning the influence of label format on 

consumer selection and opinion (Hamlin et al., 2015). Following the review by 

Kleef and Dagevos (2015), a pilot study was conducted by Hamlin et al. (2015) 

using five groups of university students in New Zealand, in order to test nutrition 

label performance on breakfast cereal products. Purchase intent was measured 

for two nutritionally ‘good’ and two nutritionally ‘poor’ products containing either 

a traffic light label, a large traffic light label, a %RI label or a control with no 

label, as demonstrated in table 1.1.  
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Table 1.1 Set up to measure purchase intent depending on FOP label 

(adapted from Hamlin et al., (2015). 

 Brand 1 
cornflakes 

Brand 2 
cornflakes 

Brand 3 
cornflakes 

Brand 4 
cornflakes 

Group 1 Traffic light label Large traffic light 
label 

%RI label No FOP label 
(control) 

Group 2 %RI label No FOP label 
(control) 

Traffic light label Large traffic light 
label 

Group 3 No FOP label 
(control) 

%RI label Large traffic light 
label 

Traffic light label 

Group 4 Large traffic light 
label 

Traffic light label No FOP label 
(control) 

%RI label 

Group 5 Traffic light label %RI label No FOP label 
(control) 

Large traffic light 
label 

 

The purchase intent of participants increased significantly with the presence of 

all types of FOP label, although this intent was not affected by the actual 

nutritional status of any of the products as communicated by the labels. As the 

main aim of FOP nutritional labels is to encourage consumers to discriminate 

against unhealthy products, the findings of this study suggest an entire failure of 

FOP systems (Hamlin et al., 2015). The study signifies one of the most up to 

date performance testing findings in nutrition label literature, however, as a pilot 

study that did not measure real life sales, results will need to be replicated 

(Hamlin et al., 2015). Furthermore, the study only measured purchase intent for 

traffic light and percentage daily intake front of pack formats, therefore further 

research is needed to discover how consumers are influenced by other 

presentations (Hamlin et al., 2015).  

Even though the traffic light labelling system seems to be the preferred format 

for the general public, the public must be educated in how to use whichever 

system that is put into place (Lachat & Tseng, 2013). The fact that the upward 
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trend in obesity continues, suggests that food labelling efforts have been 

unsuccessful in convincing consumers to make ‘better for you’ selections, and 

poses the question, what are the further barriers to making healthy choices? 

(Hankey, 2015).  

1.4 Nutrition claims 

Nutrition claims are another labelling method used on pre-packaged foods 

(Hankey, 2015). However, nutrition claims are in some cases misdirecting, 

specifically when included on products that are low in beneficial nutrients such 

as protein and fibre, and high in potentially damaging nutrients such as sugar 

and salt (Harris, Schwartz, Ustjanauskas, Ohri-Vachaspati, Brownell, 2011a). 

Harris, Thompson, Schwartz and Brownell (2011b) demonstrated this in their 

research where parents viewed cereal packaging for products of low nutritional 

quality. Results suggested that parents misconstrue nutrition claims that are 

frequently displayed on child-targeted breakfast cereals, with the majority of 

parents concluding that cereals carrying claims are overall of a higher nutritional 

value, and thus will provide greater health benefits for their child (Harris et al., 

2011b). Breakfast cereals in the UK are often fortified with vitamins such as 

vitamin D, folic acid, iron, zinc and vitamin B12 (Williamson, 2010). The 

consumption of breakfast cereals fortified with added micronutrients will be of 

value only to those who are deficient (Lean, 2015). However, there are no 

beneficial effects from ingesting extreme amounts of micronutrients, as levels 

are tightly controlled by regulatory processes in the body (Lean, 2015; Combet 

& Buckton, 2015). Furthermore, excess of some vitamins can inhibit the 
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absorption of others, such as iron and zinc, which share the same transport 

pathway in the body (Lean, 2015).  

In the United States (US), Wansink and Chandon (2006) discovered that 

labelling has an effect on consumption in addition to sales. When regular 

M&M’s were labelled as either ‘regular’ or ‘low fat’, both normal weight and 

overweight potential university students and their families consumed a higher 

amount of the ‘low fat’ M&M’s in addition to underestimating the calories that 

they had eaten, although only results in the overweight groups were significant 

(p<.001) (Wansink & Chandon, 2006). Wansink and Chandon (2006) proposed 

a framework that explains how low-fat nutrition claims influence consumption 

(figure 1.2). 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 How low fat nutrition claims influence consumption (adapted 

from Wansink and Chandon (2006)). 

Objective 
serving size 
information 

Low fat 
nutrition claim 

Serving size 
estimate 

Anticipated 
pleasure and 

guilt 

Product 
characteristics 

Individual 
characteristics 

Consumption 
volume 
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In the absence of clear serving size information, individuals use other cues from 

the packaging or nutritional information to deduce the appropriate serving size 

(Wansink & Chandon, 2006). Subjective consumption cues such as nutrition 

claims do not state a serving size, but may impact how much an individual 

determines to be an appropriate serving, and how much pleasure or guilt a 

person expects to feel (Wansink & Chandon, 2006). The findings suggest that 

nutrition claims can provide products with ‘health halos’, which result in 

consumers assuming that the serving size is larger and the calorie content is 

lower (Wansink & Chandon, 2006). Nevertheless, the study only focuses on 

low-fat nutrition claims, and results do not conclude why there is a difference 

between normal weight and overweight participants. A more recent study by 

Cavanagh, Kruja & Forestell (2014) goes some way to explain this difference, 

with a variance in the way that restrained and unrestrained eaters were 

influenced by food labels. When presented with identical biscuits that were 

labelled differently, restrained eaters consumed more of an unhealthy brand if it 

was labelled as low calorie, whereas unrestrained eaters consumed more of the 

healthful brand, regardless of calorie content (Cavanagh et al., 2014). These 

findings seem to confirm research that information about the healthfulness of 

foods affects the consumption amount of restrained eaters to a greater extent 

than unrestrained eaters, who appear to be influenced by the enjoyment factor 

rather than health concerns (Cavanagh & Forestell, 2013),   

Song, Halvorsen and Harley (2014) compared the messages that are displayed 

on both adults’ and children’s cereal boxes. Nutrition claims on the front of 

cereal boxes appeared on significantly more children’s cereals compared to 
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adults’, whereas on the side and back panels, children’s cereals focussed on 

games and toys, however messages on adults’ cereals were health related and 

included health claims that implied beneficial effects. Furthermore, the bowl of 

cereal representation on the front of the pack was more likely to relate to 

artificially coloured or sweetened products in children’s cereals, while adults’ 

cereals were more likely to contain serving suggestions of fruits and nuts. 

Nevertheless, the study fails to determine out of all of the information on the 

box, what parents actually notice, particularly when there is conflicting 

information (Song et al., 2014). Although front of pack labels may affect sales, 

back and side labels will receive closer attention at home, which may help to 

inform the reader, or to encourage a relationship with the brand (Song et al., 

2014). Evidence suggests that food choice is determined by preferences and 

attitudes rather than beliefs concerning healthfulness of food, with parents the 

primary influence on children’s eating behaviours (Harris & Bargh, 2009; 

Kaplan, Kiernan & James, 2006; Taras, Sallis, Patterson, Nader & Nelson, 

1989).  

A ‘smart choices’ label that included a green tick and the words “Smart Choices 

Program Guiding Good Choices”, along with calories per serving and servings 

per pack information, appeared briefly on products in the US in 2009 (Lupton et 

al., 2010). Nutrition criteria were applied to products, and those that met the 

criterion as a ‘better for you’ choice were permitted to display the label (Roberto 

et al., 2012a). However, the scheme was not met with favour by many, and the 

scheme was put on hold in the same year that it was introduced (Metcalfe, 

2010). Approval marks on ‘better for you products’ can function as an 
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inducement for the food industry to reformulate products, nonetheless the 

scheme was found to encourage purchase intentions and positive attitudes in 

consumers, which suggests that customers misinterpret that the  product 

holding a ‘smart choices’ label is endorsed as important for achieving a healthy 

diet (Lobstein & Davies, 2009). On the other hand, due to their non-cognitive 

nature, evaluative systems such as the ‘smart choices’ label could offer a 

feasible alternative to ‘reductive’ FOP labelling systems (figure 1.1), as long as 

they accurately demonstrate the nutritional ranking of the product (Hamlin et al., 

2015).   

1.5 Advertising 

With the introduction of televisions into households, products were marketed to 

children along with cartoon characters and brand mascots in order for brands to 

make themselves memorable (Callcott & Lee, 1995). Companies use brand 

mascots to build a relationship with children that will develop into a brand loyalty 

that tracks through to adulthood (Connell, Brucks & Nielsen, 2014). A high 

quality systematic review conducted by Kraak and Story (2015) concluded that 

brand mascots are a strong predictor of children’s choices and preferences, and 

lead to an intake of less healthy food rather than fruit and vegetables. High-

sugar, energy dense and nutrient poor breakfast cereals are the packaged food 

product that is advertised to children the most, and as a result, is a possible 

contributor to the current childhood obesity epidemic (LoDolce, Harris & 

Schwartz, 2013). The requests, preferences and actual diets of children are 

strongly influenced by advertising messages, and as a result, children are put at 

risk of unhealthy weight gain and other negative diet related outcomes 
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(Committee on Food Marketing and the Diets of Children and Youth, McGinnis, 

Gootman & Kraak, 2006).  

Breakfast cereal is a frequently consumed product, with varying levels of 

nutritional quality across the product range, a difference that is not easily 

identifiable to all consumers (Julia et al., 2015; Hamlin et al., (2015). The array 

of messages on breakfast cereal packaging work together to both inform and 

influence the consumer, not only at the time of purchase, but also the point of 

consumption, creating a brand relationship with the consumer (McNeal & Ji, 

2003; Song et al., 2014). Associated with a lower body mass index (BMI), a 

reduced risk of chronic disease, enhanced cognitive function and improved 

general nutrition, breakfast is positively related to health (Mullan, Wong, Kothe 

& Maccann, 2013). Nonetheless, breakfast cereals targeted towards children 

are generally of a lower nutritional value than those directed to adults, with 

sugar positioned higher in the list of ingredients (Song et al., 2014). Breakfast 

choice is important, as cereals high in sugar not only raise total daily sugar 

intake, but also lessen the complete nutritional quality of the consumers’ diet 

(Harris et al, 2011a). Furthermore, evidence from pilot studies suggests that a 

nutritious breakfast is a contributory factor in maintaining a healthy body weight 

and reducing the risk of chronic disease (Pereira et al., 2011; Holmes, Kaffa, 

Campbell & Sanders, 2012).  

After an examination of the scientific research around children’s understanding 

of advertising, Graff, Kunkel and Mermin (2012) concluded that children under 

the age of twelve are not able to recognise the influential intent of advertising. 

The most advanced development in advertising has been the restrictions put on 
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the television advertising of products high in fat, sugar and salt to children in the 

UK since 2007, in the hope that products with better nutritional profiles will be 

developed in order to meet the advertising regulations (Lobstein & Davies, 

2009). Nevertheless, the brands that are mostly advertised to children on 

television are similarly presented online, where the restrictions do not apply 

(Graff et al., 2012). With increases in screen time for children through the use of 

modern technology such as computers, tablets and mobile phones, online 

advertisements could be as effective as television (Stewart, 2015). This is 

supported by recent findings from the Word Health Organisation European 

Childhood Obesity Surveillance Initiative, in which high levels of screen time are 

associated with the increased consumption of foods that are high in fat, sugar 

and salt in a cross sectional study of 6 to 9 year old children from five European 

countries (Börnhorst et al., 2015).  

The food industry maintains that it is the responsibility of parents to control the 

food intake of their children, yet companies spend millions on the promotion of a 

multitude of brand cues, in the hope of establishing a brand relationship with 

their viewers (Atkin, 1978; Hamlin et al., 2015; O' Dougherty, Story & Stang, 

2006). Brand cues are evaluative in nature, as demonstrated by Hamlin et al. 

(2015) in figure 1.1. However, the non-cognitive behaviours associated with 

advertising cues differ greatly from the cognitive processes needed to 

understand nutritional information, which suggests that nutritional labelling as it 

is may not be as influential to consumer behaviour as advertising (Hamlin et al., 

2015). Reisch et al. (2013) aimed to go beyond the widely acknowledged 

assumption that a combination of persuasive advertising and a limitless supply 
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of unhealthy food is contributing to poor dietary choices. Reisch et al. (2013) 

developed a theoretical model based on the previous research around 

advertising to predict the associations between food advertising and the food 

knowledge, preferences, diet and weight status of children. The study suggests 

that according to the current research relating to advertising to children, a 

sequential relationship would exist between the variables, which are all affected 

by the child’s immediate environment (figure 1.3). The theory is that increased 

food knowledge leads to healthier preferences, which lead to a better diet, and 

as a result, a healthier weight status. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 A theoretical sequential model on which Reisch et al.’s (2013) 

study is based.    

However, the main findings of the study indicated that there is no sequential 

relationship between the variables, which suggests that traditional strategies of 

reducing the effects of advertising through education may be unproductive. 

Physical 
environment

Food 
knowledge Preferences Diet Weight status
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Furthermore, evaluations of health intervention programmes have shown that 

education and information alone are not effective in minimising the effects of 

advertising on children. Nevertheless, the ordering of the variables Reisch et 

al.’s (2013) study is based upon the interpretation of the researchers, which 

leaves their judgement open to error (Reisch et al., 2013). From another 

perspective, food choice is largely determined by a combination of social norms 

and environment, notably affordability, accessibility and availability, in which the 

food environment should make the healthiest choice the easiest choice (Schäfer 

Elinder & Jansson, 2009).   

1.6 Conclusions 

Research suggests that food labelling as it stands is not effective in guiding 

consumers to make healthy decisions. With the upward trend in childhood 

obesity continuing, and children reliant on the choices of their parents, the 

current literature raises a number of questions regarding future research: 

• What is the influence of label format on opinion and selection? 

• What is the strongest influence on purchase decision: advertising or 

labelling?  

• What prevents people from using food labels? 

• What are the barriers to making healthy choices? 

The research uncovered a number of studies that may help to address the gap 

in the literature through using these questions. It is suggested by Wansink and 

Chandon (2006) that when a person cannot find the information that they are 

looking for, such as portion size, they will infer the answer from the available 
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information. With the removal of GDAs for children, how will parents determine 

information relating to their child? What information will they use? Results from 

a trial study carried out by Hamlin et al., (2015) suggest a complete operational 

failure of FOP labelling systems. How do people use these systems? Do they 

find them helpful?   

In their systematic review, Kraak and Story (2015) relate children’s food choice 

to advertising, whereas Reisch et al. (2013) suggest that it is dependent on food 

knowledge. What is the most powerful predictor of food choice?  

Containing an array of different labelling techniques, and able to influence the 

consumer both at point of purchase and consumption, breakfast cereal is an 

important area for focus. In order to address the questions that have been 

raised by previous research, parents’ experiences of using labelling information 

when making breakfast cereal choices for their children should be considered. It 

is through these experiences that we can uncover how parents make purchase 

decisions, the thought processes involved, and the positive and negative 

influences on these choices. 
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This study looks into the impact of current nutritional labelling systems on 

purchase behaviours of parents, and provides an insight into how different 

systems are used to make purchase decisions, as well as the barriers to their 

use. BMC Public Health has a particular focus on articles concerning the impact 

of policies, and the environmental and behavioural connections to health and 

disease, and this study may be of interest. Results are obtained from an initial 

sample in the North West of England, which leaves this study open for 

replication with a representative UK sample. 
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Abstract 

Background and aims 

Background literature suggests that the current food labelling schemes are 

unsuccessful in guiding the public to make healthy choices. With rising levels of 

childhood obesity, further research is needed into consumers’ thought 

processes when using food labels to make purchase decisions. Breakfast 

cereal is chosen as the food product to focus on due to its ability to influence 

consumers’ choices at purchase point as well as consumption, leading to the 

question: what are parents’ experiences of using labelling information when 

making breakfast cereal choices for their children? 

Methods 

16 participants aged between 24 and 44 were included in the study, 100% of 

whom were residents in the North West of England. 13 participants were female 

and 3 were male.  

Two focus groups sessions were conducted with parents, and two with non-

parents in order to understand where the differences lie. Systematic thematic 

analysis was used to establish themes from the data using supporting quotes 

from participants. 

Results 

The breakfast cereal purchases of parents are very much determined by the 

requests and preferences of their children, who are heavily influenced by 

advertising.  
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Conclusions 

Short on time, and less concerned by health than their non-parent counterparts, 

parents in this study do not have the time or motivation to study labels, and find 

representative traffic light options easiest to use and understand. For parents to 

be able to make healthy choices for their children, the healthy option should 

also be the easiest and most attractive option.  
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2.0 Introduction 

Background literature suggests that current food labelling schemes may be 

unsuccessful in guiding the public into making healthy choices. With such an 

array of schemes available to the consumer, this is a cause of confusion rather 

than clarity, and further research is needed to discover consumers’ attitudes 

and opinions of labelling schemes, and their thought processes when using 

food labels to make purchase decisions. Breakfast cereal is chosen as the food 

product to focus on due to its common consumption, its varying nutritional 

properties, and its ability to influence consumers’ both at purchase point and 

during consumption. With the upward trend in childhood obesity continuing, the 

study focuses on the opinions of parents, who are ultimately responsible for 

what their children are eating. In order to address the gap in the literature, there 

is a need to first establish parents’ experiences of using labelling information 

when making breakfast cereal choices for their children. 

Previous research contains many areas for discovery. Hamlin, McNeill and 

Moore (2015) undertook a trial study which describes a complete failure in the 

function of FOP labelling systems in that participants’ purchases are influenced 

by simply the presence of an FOP label, but not by the actual nutritional 

information. Wansink and Chandon (2006) introduced the hypothesis of the 

‘health halo’, where a person uses other packaging information to estimate 

portion size using the available information. Reisch et al. (2013) suggest that 

children’s food choice is related to food knowledge, whereas in their systematic 

review, Kraak and Story (2015) relate it to advertising. There is also research 

relating to policy that requires research into such things as how people are 
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influenced by multiple formats of labelling, and with the removal of GDAs for 

children, how parents determine information relating to their child. 
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3.0 Methods 

3.1 Research design 

The research used focus groups to collect qualitative data. Prior to carrying out 

the research a review of the literature was conducted in order to give direction 

to the study. The work of other researchers revealed areas of interest and gaps 

in the literature which allowed research questions to be established. Using 

previous literature a topic guide was produced (appendix 2), and breakfast 

cereal packaging (appendix 3) was collected and prepared in order to generate 

interaction during focus group sessions. Potential focus group questions were 

tested out with friends and family of the researcher as recommended by 

Barbour (2004). 

A well designed research question should consist of three or four parts, and be 

both broad and precise (Bettany-Saltikov, 2013; Flemming, 1998). The research 

question for this study was framed using the PEOT framework as described by 

Bettany-Saltikov (2013), which combines elements of population (parents), 

exposure (labelling information), outcome (breakfast cereal choices) and type of 

study (experiences) within the research question. This ensured that the 

question was clear and answerable, and resulted in the following research 

question: What are parents’ experiences of using labelling information when 

making breakfast cereal choices for their children? 

The study was designed to be able to address the following specific aims and 

objectives: 
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• How do parents of children aged between 4 and 11 use the labelling on 

breakfast cereal packaging? 

• Do they understand the information?  

• What influences them?  

• How do non-parents differ from parents in their attitudes and opinions? 

Knowledge of how breakfast cereal labelling is used and understood can assist 

in uncovering barriers to parents making healthy choices for their children, in 

the hope of informing future decisions regarding food labelling policy. 

3.2 Participants 

Participants were recruited using a poster (appendix 4) which was displayed in 

libraries, a community centre and a leisure centre in Warrington. Scaled down 

leaflets were also handed out to potential participants in the local area. As 

suggested by Krueger and Casey (2009), an incentive in the form of a £5 

supermarket gift card was offered to any participants who took part in the study 

in order to aid the participant recruitment process. 

The attitudes and experiences of parents rather than children were examined, 

with the focus on parents of 4 to 11 year old children, the age range where 

parents are most responsible for what their children are eating. Comparable 

groups of non-parents were included due to the potential for valuable contrast 

(Barbour, 2007).    

Demographic information was taken from potential participants to ensure that 

they were grouped appropriately to obtain adequate information (table 3.1). 

Participants were grouped by educational attainment and whether or not they 
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had children, resulting in four mini focus groups of four participants. Krueger 

and Casey (2009) recommend using mini focus groups of 4 to 5 participants 

that can be easily conducted in a range of settings and which allow for a greater 

opportunity for ideas to be shared. Pre-acquainted groups of friends and 

colleagues were selected where possible, rather than random samples, to allow 

for natural conversation, and to ensure that participants did not feel inhibited 

and give way to those assumed more educated or knowledgeable (Barbour, 

2007; Krueger & Casey, 2009).  

Participants were screened using inclusion/exclusion criteria (appendix 5) to 

ensure that they were suitable for participation in the study, and only 

participants that could understand and speak English were included for ease of 

analysis.   

Table 3.1 Participant demographics    

Participants Age Sex Occupation Highest level of 
education 

Children 

1A 
1B 
1C 
1D 

27 
27 
27 
30 

Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 

Account manager 
Business manager 
Nurse 
Teacher 

Bachelor’s degree 
Bachelor’s degree 
Master’s degree 
Postgraduate diploma 

None 
None 
None 
None 

2A 
2B 
2C 
2D 

28 
36 
24 
24 

Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 

Dispenser 
Checking technician 
Dispenser 
Dispenser 

Access course 
A-levels 
A-levels 
GCSEs 

None 
None 
None 
None 

3A 
3B 
3C 
3D 

25 
44 
24 
37 

Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 

Teaching assistant 
Checking technician 
Dispenser 
Checking technician 

Higher education course 
GCSEs 
A-levels 
GCSEs 

Age 5 
Age 11 
Age 4 
Age 11 

4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 

28 
28 
29 
28 

Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 

Nurse 
Nurse 
IT technician 
Student 

Master’s degree 
Master’s degree 
Bachelor’s degree 
Bachelor’s degree 

Age 10 
Age 10 
Age 10 
Age 10 
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3.3 Ethical considerations 

To ensure that participants were fully informed before taking part in the 

research, potential participants that had met the inclusion criteria were provided 

with a participant information sheet (appendix 6), which explained all relevant 

information such as the purpose of the study, as well as the risks and benefits 

associated with taking part. When happy with the information, participants were 

provided with a consent form (appendix 7) with which they could provide 

informed written consent to take part in the research and to be audio recorded, 

and which reminded them of the right to withdraw from the study at any time. 

Participants were also given the opportunity to ask any questions before taking 

part in the study. Participants were given sufficient information about the study 

so that they could give informed consent, but not so much that their focus group 

interactions would be influenced. No more information than necessary for the 

study was taken from participants, and all data that was taken is kept 

confidential, with no names included in the final report. As the topic of the focus 

group sessions was not of a sensitive nature, confidentiality was not so much of 

an issue, however participants were asked to keep any information shared by 

other participants to themselves. Raw data is to be stored securely on the 

University of Chester network. Ethical approval to carry out this research was 

granted by the Faculty of Life Sciences Research Ethics Committee at the 

University of Chester (appendix 8). 
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3.4 Measurement procedures 

Focus groups were used to collect data from participants. Focus group sessions 

lasted for approximately one hour and were conducted in a range of appropriate 

settings for the convenience of the participants (see appendix 9). Refreshments 

were provided for a relaxed feel, and an informal introduction was used to put 

participants at ease (appendix 2). Sessions were voice recorded for ease of 

analysis, however, at the request of the participants, focus group 3 was not 

voice recorded. Instead, notes were taken throughout the focus group session, 

with key quotes recorded word for word (appendix 9). At the end of the sessions 

participants were given a debrief (appendix 2) and the opportunity to ask any 

further questions. As suggested by Krueger and Casey (2009), recordings were 

transcribed and scripts were transcribed after each session in order to establish 

if any changes needed to be made to the next session (appendix 9).  

3.5 Data analysis 

The use of a topic guide (appendix 2) allowed for a systematic thematic analysis 

of transcripts (appendix 9) topic by topic, and probes were used to keep 

conversation on track. Key quotes were taken from each topic section and 

categorised into subthemes. Quotes from each group were colour coded to 

make it possible to identify where the groups appeared within the different 

subthemes for comparison. Subthemes could then be condensed into themes. 

The subthemes within each theme were tallied for each group using framework 

analysis (Barbour, 2007) (appendix 10), in order to identify how the themes 

compare between groups. To ensure reliability and validity of results, the 
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transcripts were emailed to participants who were asked if they felt that they 

had been represented correctly. In addition, after analysis had taken place the 

participants were asked if they felt that the themes adequately reflected what 

was covered during their focus group session. Themes supported by quotes 

could then be used to answer the aims and objectives of the study. 
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4.0 Results 

Using thematic analysis of key quotes a total of seven themes have been 

uncovered (figure 4.1), as well as 36 subthemes, 18 themes were identified as a 

positive influence on nutrition label use (table 4.1), and 18 as a negative 

influence on nutrition label use (table 4.2). The strength of themes differs 

between groups, with each containing a different combination of subthemes 

(figure 4.2). Key quotes were also used to address the aims and objectives of 

the study. 

4.1 Mistrust 

Mistrust was the predominant theme in all groups apart from group 1, which 

was appeal. Participants conveyed feelings of mistrust towards food labelling, 

and the information that is included.  

 2A: I'd measure out the 30g, but is it for an adult or a child? Don't know. 

4A: If we were comparing these two, yours is on a 40g portion, whereas mine's 

on a 30g portion. And unless you're gonna stand and do the maths, you'd never 

really be able to compare which one was better for you. 

3C: Sometimes they are not colour coded and are in blue so then not got a clue 

how much is usually the right amount to have without weighing each bowl. 

Group 1 in particular were aware of the effects of unclear information to them as 

a consumer, rather than simple mistrust of the information.  

1D: They’re choosing not to make it obvious to the consumer, and that is like 

fraud. 
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4.2 Appeal 

Appeal was the second most common theme for all groups except for group 1, 

which was mistrust. Product appeal was important for all groups, with taste a 

large deciding factor in the choice of breakfast cereal.  

4B: I think you're losing like quality the cheaper you go. 

3D: Taste has to be the main reason. 

2D: I don't really buy a lot of different cereal, I usually just have, buy, ‘Cheerios’. 

Stick to what I know I like. 

Group 1 differed in the way that participants understood the importance of a 

breakfast cereal to have appeal.  

1A: Breakfast is supposed to be like the most, one of the most important meals 

of the day, so it needs to be more appealing. 

4.3 Priorities 

The third most common theme for groups 2 and 3 was priorities. For group 4, 

the third most common was also priorities, in addition to knowledge and 

awareness, which was the third most common theme for group 1. All groups 

have other priorities that affect choice and prevent them from making healthy 

choices. However, results indicate that parents and non-parents have different 

priorities.  

2C: It depends how much time I have to spare if I actually want to read it all or 

not. 

3B: Too much info to get through when you are shopping. 
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4B: I think for me, I just wouldn't buy the cheap one. I think I'd be a bit 

embarrassed by it. 

1D: Most people I think, if they're conscious of not getting enough of a particular 

vitamin in their diet will take a supplement, rather than look for it, because it's 

the lazy way isn't it? 

4.4 Knowledge and awareness 

Groups 1 and 4 had more commonly occurring themes of knowledge and 

awareness regarding marketing techniques than groups 2 and 3, which 

correlates to the higher levels of educational attainment of participants in groups 

1 and 4. 

1A: If that actually got changed and they used the colours on that, there's 

probably more of them that maybe would highlight as red on there. So that's 

probably why they don't do it. 

4A: But they can't be perceived to be advertising for children. Is that why they 

do it? 

Whereas groups 2 and 3 were more likely to simply provide their interpretation 

of the information.  

2C: It sounds good if there aren't as many ingredients, but I don't actually know. 

 3C: I bet a normal portion we pour is well more than 30g. 

4.5 Child preference 

Child preference was a constant theme present in all of the groups. Even non-

parent groups revealed an understanding of how children are influenced by the 
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labelling of breakfast cereal, both through experience and memories of 

childhood.  

3C: If the box was ‘Minion’ or ‘Frozen’ he would pick that one regardless of what 

was in the box. 

2C: What actually is the cereal? You know like it's in tiny letters at the bottom 

rice, wholegrain, oat and maize. All the kids are gonna see is ‘Frozen’ cereal. 

4C: So they see adverts for the branded stuff and they recognise the box in the 

shop, and that's what they want because they've seen it on TV. 

1A: If the parent asks them what cereal they want, they are more likely to be 

drawn to the boxes that have got characters or something on, the ones that look 

more appealing. 

4.6 Healthy living 

Healthy living is a theme that was more prominent in groups 1 and 2, the non-

parent groups, who demonstrated greater interest in healthy living than did 

groups 3 and 4.  

4B: Obviously adults are more conscious as well. Like as a child you don't think 

about how much sugar's in anything. Whereas as you get older, you realise that 

you've got to start looking at that stuff. 

1D: At some point if you have a health scare, or you become fat, then you 

would start to analyse them. 

Groups 3 and 4, the parent groups, were less likely to be affected by the 

nutritional content of a product.  

3D: I sometimes look for sugar content but then get over ruled by (H). 
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4A: I'd be maybe like stood there and I'd pick it up and I'd go oh my god have 

you seen this? But I'd never look at it before I buy it. 

4.7 Budget 

Budget was a theme that occurred in all groups, in particular non-parents. 

However, this was the least common theme for the majority of the groups. 

 4B: Healthy cereals are ridiculous, in price. It puts you off eating healthy. 

3B: Bit set in our ways with cereal so buy what I know we like, but do weigh up 

the prices. 

Non-parent groups seem to justify buying an expensive cereal if they feel that 

they are getting something from it. 

2C: I like to try things if it says new, and sounds exciting. Cause often that 

means they'll be on special offer. 

1A: I think that they're more expensive. Children's ones. But then you get like 

prizes in them. 
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Figure 4.1 Subthemes into themes 
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Figure 4.2 How themes differ between groups 
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Table 4.1 Positive subthemes    

Positive influences on label use 
Child vulnerability 
Importance put on breakfast 
Health concerns 
Packaging appeal 
Ease of use 
Availability 
Marketing awareness 
Curiosity 
Association with health 
Product ideals 
Promotions 
Brand recognition 
Habit 
Calorie control 
Nutrition knowledge 
Child requests 
Enjoyable taste 
Appealing to adults 
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Table 4.2 Negative subthemes  

Negative influences on label use 
Unnecessary information 
Unclear information 
“Healthy is boring” 
Market saturation 
Difference in quality 
Price concern 
Social stigma 
Pay no attention 
Inconsistent information 
Fear of wastage 
Mistrust of information 
Time constraints 
Social status 
Lack of parental control 
Sugar content 
Complicated information 
Hunger 
Picky eaters 
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5.0 Discussion 

There were four different types of participants in the study; parents with a higher 

education level, parents with a lower education level, non-parents with a higher 

education level and non-parents with a lower education level. 

Group 1, non-parents with a higher education level, were mainly cautious of 

their health. They displayed some nutrition awareness, and offered suggestions 

for product and packaging improvement. Any participants that did not look at the 

nutritional information knew that they should do so. 

1D: Well, this is something you have every day so that’s a big, you’ve gotta 

make the right call. 

1B: They try and use the positives to distract from the negatives. For instance 

‘Coco Pops’. Vitamin D and B vitamins and iron distract you from the fact that a 

30g portion has 12% of your daily recommended allowance of sugar in it. 

1D: Unless you go for an artificial sweetener. 

1A: I don't look at the information. I know that I should, but I don’t. 

With high knowledge and awareness, group 1 demonstrated that they 

understand marketing techniques. 

1A: If that actually got changed and they used the colours on that, there's 

probably more of them that maybe would highlight as red on there. So that's 

probably why they don't do it. 

However this does not prevent them from being influenced by marketing. 

Participants in group 1 were very brand loyal, and explained that they had been 

disappointed by own brand products in the past. 
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1D: I've been disappointed by own brand in the past. Like Aldi, or Tesco own 

brand. So I don't bother any more. They're not quite the same. A good imitation, 

but not quite the same. 

Group 2, non-parents with a lower education level were also health conscious, 

but struggled to understand the nutritional information on the packaging.  

2B: If I tried to understand this it wouldn't tell me anything because, 11g of 

sugar, what's 12%? 

2A: I probably look at it a little bit more because if I'm on a diet then I'll 

scrutinise the, what it says. But if I was just looking at it, it wouldn't mean much. 

The charting of their themes were similar to those of group 1, except that 

knowledge and awareness was lower, suggesting that this may be connected to 

education level.  

Group 3, parents with a lower education level, were not very health conscious, 

and mostly concerned with how a product will taste, and if their child will eat it. 

They struggled to understand nutritional information and avoided looking at it in 

the supermarket, instead sticking to the brands that they know and trust.  

3B: Don’t really want to be doing maths when all I want is a bowl of cereal. 

Maths is not really a strong point. 

3A: I know if it isn't branded then my child won't eat it, and the taste won't be as 

good. 

Building on the research by Song, Halvorsen and Harley (2014) which 

questions what people look at when provided with an array of different 
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information, this study suggests that parents seem to be put off entirely by too 

much information. 

 3B: Too much info to get through when you are shopping. 

3A: It’s bad enough going food shopping without having to stop in an aisle and 

read through things. 

Occurrence of the themes knowledge and awareness, and healthy living were 

particularly low in group 3, suggesting that there may be a possible connection 

between these and the characteristics of the participants. 

Group 4, parents with a higher education level, were somewhat health 

conscious and aware that they should be making healthy choices, yet very 

much influenced by the requests and preferences of their children. 

4A: Yeah, if it advertised that it had at least only one good thing for me I would 

probably buy it. 

4C: I don't tend to look at that. I probably should do, but I don't. I just look at the 

nutrition table. Amount of fibre, and that's about it. 

4C: If they're at the supermarket they pretty much get to choose what they want 

I guess. Cause they see it on the shelf. 

This confirms the findings by Reisch et al. (2013) which suggested that there 

was no relationship between food knowledge, preferences and diet. This study 

suggests that people who are educated to a higher level generally have a better 

food knowledge, yet this does not affect their preferences, it only affects the 

level of which they are aware that they should eat a healthy diet.    
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 Group 4 were price conscious and would sometimes choose supermarket over 

own brand, without the child knowing, but felt that this could sometimes sacrifice 

quality.  

 4C: Put it in a different box, its fine. It does work. 

4B: I think you're losing like quality the cheaper you go. 

As demonstrated in the results, all groups were highly influenced by advertising 

and marketing techniques, yet mistrusting of the information that was conveyed 

to them. The only noticeable differences between themes in the groups were 

that knowledge and awareness was greater in higher educated compared to 

lower educated groups, and healthy living was of greater importance to non-

parents than to parents. However, the research suggests that lack of time is an 

issue for parents when it comes to making healthy decisions. 

3A: I can't be doing with getting the scales out and weighing out portions! 

Mornings are rushed as they are without adding things in. 

4D: You'd just spend the whole day in the supermarket looking for the right 

cereal. 

Parents are mostly influenced by the requests of their children, who are affected 

by advertising and branding.   

3A: I ask my child as half the time if I pick I will get it wrong. 

4C: If they're going with you, they see the box, and they recognise it, and that's 

the one they want. 

3D: I sometimes look for sugar content but then get over ruled by (H). 
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All groups noticed that the portion size information was for an adult, and higher 

educated parents used other cues to determine a portion for their child, which 

was consistent with the findings of Wansink and Chandon (2006). However, 

lower educated parents simply relied on bowl size. 

4B: It doesn't say anything about portion, do ya know like, anything for a child. 

3D: Okay, so looking further it's for an adult so you'd have to guess for a child.   

4A: I believe this is like an adult cereal. I would say the 30g was for adults. But 

then looking at the ‘Coco Pops’, because it's branded at children, I would say 

the 30g is for children. 

3D: It's just case of how much can go in a bowl. 

In line with the research by Harris, Thompson, Schwartz and Brownell (2011), 

parents interpret products with nutrition claims to be of a superior nutritional 

status. 

4B: And obviously anything that they point out about like vitamin D, you think oh 

well that's got to be good then. 

Parents are confused by the different formats of %RIs and traffic light labels and 

would prefer a standard system. They find traffic light labels easier to 

understand, but would choose a %RI labelled product with no colours over one 

that contained a red light, regardless of nutritional content.  

3C: Sometimes they are not colour coded and are in blue so then not got a clue 

how much is usually the right amount to have without weighing each bowl. 

4A: I'd be put off with this box because it's got a medium orange, amber one. 

Whereas, this one's all in blue. So I'd think that one’s worse. 
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This is in line with the theory of Hamlin et al. (2015), who suggested that people 

are affected by the presence of the label rather than the actual nutritional 

content. The use of qualitative data in this study allows us to build on the 

research by Hamlin et al. (2015) regarding food labels. Participants seem to 

view ‘reductive’ %RI systems in an ‘evaluative’ way, simply using colour as an 

evaluation tool. This seems to support the proposal by Hamlin et al. (2015) that 

advertising has a greater impact that food labelling. This research goes some 

way to explaining why advertising is so effective. Advertising is simply 

‘evaluative’, and also very effective. For a person to approach a ‘reductive’ FOP 

label in an ‘evaluative’ way suggests that it is the way that we naturally analyse 

things, and for a nutrition label to be successful in its purpose, it should contain 

recommendation only rather than factual information.      

5.1 Limitations 

The study was conducted in its entirety by a novice researcher, from the initial 

literature search to designing and carrying out of focus group sessions, thematic 

analysis and discussion of findings. However, every effort was made to 

minimise bias, and participants were asked to confirm that themes reflected 

what was discussed in their focus group session. 

A convenience sample in the North West of England was used. Therefore, it 

cannot be certain that if the study was replicated somewhere else, that the 

same results would be found. Furthermore, as data was collected from a small 

sample, there is a possibility that any differences between groups could be due 

to chance. 
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5.2 Recommendations for future research 

This study only compared groups using education level and parent status. 

There are other areas for research available such as sex of parent or age range 

of child. The study could be replicated on a larger scale to obtain a more 

representative sample.  
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6.0 Conclusions 

For parents to make healthy choices for their children, the healthy option should 

be the easy option. Nutritionally ‘good’ cereals should not only be easy to 

identify, but should also be the most attractive to children, who largely 

manipulate the choices of their parents. This research suggests that for a FOP 

nutrition label to be effective it should contain marks of recommendation only, 

rather than presenting consumers with facts and expecting them to know what 

to do with them. As suggested by the participants in this study, artificial 

sweeteners may also be a sensible option for reformulation, in order to lower 

the sugar content of foods without sacrificing flavour.        
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Appendix 1: Labelling guidelines 

EU Nutrition Related Requirements for nutritional labelling of pre-
packaged foods 

 

*Reference intakes represent the key nutrients and amount of energy to be 
consumed per day in order to sustain a healthy diet. These values are based on 
an average sized woman performing an average amount of physical activity.  

 

Front of package labelling EU guidance 

Mandatory Voluntary 

Energy value in kJ and kcal alone or 
combined with amounts (in grams) of 
fat, saturates, sugars and salt   

Amounts of four nutrients per portion 
and/or consumption unit (only when 
information is provided per 100g/ml 
and per consumption unit and/or 
portion) 

Information per 100g/ml or 100g/ml 
plus per portion and/or per 
consumption unit  

 

 

  

Mandatory Voluntary 
Energy value (in both kJ and kcal) One or more of the following 

supplementary ingredients (in grams): 
mono-unsaturates, polyunsaturates, 
polyols, starch and fibre 

Amounts of fat, saturates, 
carbohydrate, sugars, protein and 
salt (not sodium) (in grams)  

Declaration of vitamins and minerals 
(only if they are present in certain 
amounts) 

*Percentage reference intake (%RI) 
for vitamins and minerals (only if 
vitamins and minerals are declared) 

Nutrition or health claims (can only be 
made for significant amounts of 
vitamins or minerals) 

The amount of a substance referred 
to in a health claim 

Per portion nutritional information 

No labelling of trans fats or 
cholesterol 

Front of pack nutritional labelling (kJ 
and kcal alone or kJ and kcal plus fat, 
saturates, sugar and salt), per 
100g/ml or 100g/ml plus per portion 

Nutrition information per 100g/ml  
Number of portions per package  
Portion size  
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Department of Health front of package labelling guidance  

Mandatory Voluntary 
Energy value (in kJ and kcal) per 
100g/ml and per specified portion 

Descriptors ‘high’, ‘medium’ and ‘low’ 
in combination with the corresponding 
colours red, amber and green   

Information (in grams) of fat, total 
saturates, sugars and salt per 
specified portion 

 

Portion size that is easily understood  
Percentage reference intake (%RI) of 
amount of each nutrient and energy 
value in a portion 

 

Colour coding of nutrient content of 
the food 

 

 

 

Traffic light criteria for 100g of food 

 Low Medium High  
Fat ≤3g/100g >3g and 

≤17.5g/100g 
>17.5g/100g >21g/portion* 

Saturates ≤1.5g/100g >1.5g and 
≤5g/100g  

>5g/100g >6g/portion* 

Sugars ≤5g/100g >5g and 
≤22.5g/100g 

>22.5g/100g >27g/portion* 

Salt ≤0.3g/100g >0.3g and 
≤1.5g/100g 

>1.5g/100g >1.8g/portion* 

 

*Only refers to portion sizes greater than 100g   
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Appendix 2: Focus group session guide 

Introduction: 

Hello and welcome to this focus group session, thank you for taking your time to 
be here today. Being the parent of a child who is between the age of 4 and 11, 
who eats breakfast cereal, you all have something in common, and I have 
invited you here today to express your opinions about breakfast cereals, and 
the information that is displayed on their packaging. This is to help us to gather 
a better idea about how people view this information, and how they use it.  

My name is Claire, a Master’s student at the University of Chester, and I will be 
leading the session today. Today’s session shouldn’t go on for any longer than 
an hour and I will be asking you about a range of topics. Feel free to discuss 
between yourselves, but one at a time please. Let me also remind you that the 
session will be audio recorded, but any comments made in this room will remain 
anonymous and confidential. There are no right or wrong answers, so feel free 
to say anything that comes to mind. 

If you need to use the toilet facilities at any time these are (location), and the 
emergency exits are located (location). Let me also remind you that you can still 
withdraw from this study if you wish. 

Before we start let’s go around the room and introduce ourselves. I have also 
provided you with pens and stickers so that you can all make yourselves a 
name badge. 

 

Topic guide: 

1. Making a choice 

2. Opinions of packaging layout 

3. Understanding of information 

4. Ingredients lists 

5. Brand loyalty 

6. Health messages 

7. Advertising to children 

8. Portion size 

 

De-brief: 

• Briefly go over main topics that were discussed 
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• Ask participants if they have any questions 

• Remind participants of their right to withdraw and to access data about 
themselves 

• Thank participants for their time, provide vouchers as promised and wish 
participants a safe journey home 
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Appendix 3: Packaging used during focus group sessions 
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Appendix 4: Recruitment poster 

 

 

  

DOES YOUR CHILD EAT 
BREAKFAST CEREAL? 
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM 
YOU 
What would this involve? 
Share your opinions and experiences of breakfast 
cereal packaging in a relaxed group discussion 
with other parents, and increase your knowledge 
of marketing techniques at the same time. Your 
contribution can help us to understand how 
current labelling schemes may pose a barrier to 
making healthy choices. 

 

 

  
IS YOUR CHILD AGED 
BETWEEN 4 AND 11? 

 

ARE YOU AVAILABLE 
FOR A 1 HOUR FOCUS 
GROUP DISCUSSION 

 

REFRESHMENTS 
PROVIDED 

 

BASED IN WEST 
WARRINGTON JULY 

2015 

 

£5 

SUPERMARKET 

GIFT CARD  
  

INTERESTED? 
For more information 

contact Claire at: 

0606284@chester.ac.uk 
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Appendix 5: Inclusion/exclusion criteria 

Parent groups: 

Inclusion criteria 

1. Parent or guardian of a child aged between 4 and 11. 
2. Buys breakfast cereal for their child. 

 
Exclusion criteria 
 

1. Has no children that fall between the ages of 4 and 11. 
2. Has a nutrition qualification, or is a nutrition student, or works in the field 

of nutrition. 
3. Cannot speak or understand English. 

 
Non-parent groups: 
 
Inclusion criteria 
 

1. Buys breakfast cereal 
 
Exclusion criteria 
 

1. Has a nutrition qualification, or is a nutrition student, or works in the field 
of nutrition. 

2. Cannot speak or understand English.  
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Appendix 6: Participant information sheet 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Participant information sheet 
 

Parents’ experiences of using labelling information when making 
breakfast cereal choices for their children: What are the barriers to 

making healthy decisions? 
 
 

You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide, it is 
important for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will 
involve. Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss 
it with others if you wish. Ask us if there is anything that is not clear or if you would 
like more information. Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take part.  
 
Thank you for reading this. 
 
 
What is the purpose of the study? 
This research is being undertaken on parents of primary school aged children 
who breakfast cereal. The project is to find out how parents use and are 
influenced by the labelling schemes on breakfast cereal packaging, and their 
opinions towards these.  
 
Why have I been chosen? 
You have been chosen because you are the parent of a primary school aged child 
who eats breakfast cereal. 
 
Do I have to take part? 
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part.  If you decide to take part you 
will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form.  
If you decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without 
giving a reason.  A decision to withdraw at any time, or a decision not to take part, 
will not affect you in any way. 
 
 
What will happen to me if I take part? 
You will be invited to attend a focus group session lasting around one hour along 
with five or six other parents. In this session you will have the opportunity to raise 
your views and opinions about breakfast cereal packaging in a relaxed discussion 
led by the researcher. With the consent of yourself and the other participants, 
discussions will be audio recorded. No-one will be identifiable in the final report. 
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What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part? 
There are no disadvantages or risks foreseen in taking part in the study. 
 
What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
By taking part, you will be contributing to knowledge of how labelling schemes on 
breakfast cereal packets are used and understood when making decisions. You 
may also learn more about the different labelling techniques used by 
manufacturers which can help you to make healthy choices. All participants who 
take part will receive a £5 supermarket gift card on completion of the focus group 
session as well as refreshments on the day. 
 
What if something goes wrong? 
If you wish to complain or have any concerns about any aspect of the way you 
have been approached or treated during the course of this study, please contact 
Professor Sarah Andrew, Dean of the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of 
Chester, Parkgate Road, Chester, CH1 4BJ, 01244  513055. 
 
 
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential? 
All information which is collected about you during the course of the research will 
be kept strictly confidential so that only the researcher carrying out the research 
will have access to such information.   
 
 
What will happen to the results of the research study? 
The results will be written up into a dissertation for my final project of my MSc. 
Individuals who participate will not be identified in any subsequent report or 
publication. 
 
 
Who is organising the research? 
The research is conducted as part of an MSc in Public Health and Nutrition within 
the Department of Clinical Sciences and Nutrition at the University of Chester. 
The study is organised with supervision from the department, by Claire Riley, an 
MSc student. 
 
 
Who may I contact for further information? 
If you would like more information about the research before you decide whether 
or not you would be willing to take part, please contact: 
 
Claire Riley. 0606284@chester.ac.uk 
 
 
Thank you for your interest in this research. 
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Appendix 7: Consent form 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Title of Project: Parents’ experiences of using labelling information when 
making breakfast cereal choices: What are the barriers to making healthy 

decisions? 
 

Name of Researcher: Claire Riley  
 

       Please initial box 
 
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet  
     for the above study and have had the opportunity to ask questions. 
 
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to  
     withdraw at any time, without giving any reason and without my  
     legal rights being affected. 
 
3. I agree to my focus group being audio recorded for the purpose of the  

above study. 
 
4. I agree to maintain as confidential any personal information revealed  

during the focus group discussions. 
 
5. I agree to take part in the above study.      
 

           
         

 
___________________                _________________   _____________ 
Name of Participant Date  Signature 
 
 
 
 
 
Researcher Date Signature 
 
 
1 for participant; 1 for researcher 
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Appendix 8: Ethical confirmation 

 
 
 
 
 

  
Faculty of Life Sciences 

Research Ethics Committee 
 

frec@chester.ac.uk 
 
 
19/05//2015 
 
Claire Riley 
22 Garwood Close 
Westbrook 
 
 
Dear Claire 
 
Study title: Parent’s experiences of using labelling information when 

making breakfast cereal choices for their children. 
FREC reference: 1029/15/CR/CSN 
Version number: 1  
 
Thank you for sending your application to the Faculty of Life Sciences Research Ethics 
Committee for review. 
 
I am pleased to confirm ethical approval for the above research, provided that you 
comply with the conditions set out in the attached document, and adhere to the 
processes described in your application form and supporting documentation.  
 
The final list of documents reviewed and approved by the Committee is as follows: 
 

Document                       Version Date 
Application Form  1 April 2015 
Appendix 1 – List of References 1 April 2015 
Appendix 2 – Summary CV for Lead Researcher 1 April 2015 
Appendix 3 – Copies of advertising materials 2 April 2015 
Appendix 5 – Participant Information Sheet [PIS] 2 April 2015 
Appendix 6 – Participant Consent Form 1 April 2015 
Appendix 4 – Inclusion/exclusion criteria 1 April 2015 
Appendix 7 – Interview schedule or topic guides 1 April 2015 
Appendix 8 – Information sheets/letters to other 
relevant personnel 

1 April 2015 

Appendix 9 – Booking Form 1 April 2015 
Appendix 10 –  1 April 2015 
Appendix 11 – Risk Assessment form 1 April 2015 
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Response to FREC request for further information or 
clarification 

 April 2015 

 
 
Please note that this approval is given in accordance with the requirements of English 
law only. For research taking place wholly or partly within other jurisdictions (including 
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland), you should seek further advice from the 
Committee Chair / Secretary or the Research and Knowledge Transfer Office and may 
need additional approval from the appropriate agencies in the country (or countries) in 
which the research will take place. 
 
With the Committee’s best wishes for the success of this project.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Stephen Fallows 
Chair, Faculty Research Ethics Committee 
 
Enclosures: Standard conditions of approval.   
 
Cc. Supervisor/FREC Representative 
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Appendix 9: Focus group transcripts 

Focus Group 1: Non-parents  

4th July 2015, 1:30pm - 2:30pm, participant’s home 

4 Participants (coded 1A - 1D) 

 

Focus Group 2: Non-parents 

7th July 2015, 1:30pm – 2:15pm, coffee shop 

4 Participants (coded 2A – 2D) 

 

Focus Group 3: Parents 

13th August 2015, 7:30pm – 8:45pm, participant’s home 

4 Participants (coded 3A – 3D) 

 

Focus Group 4: Parents 

15th August 2015, 1:30pm – 2:30pm, researcher’s home 

4 Participants (coded 4A – 4D) 
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Before the start of each focus group session participants have received 
information sheets and the researcher has given an introduction explaining the 
aims and objectives of the study, as well as providing the participants with the 
opportunity to ask questions. Consent forms have been signed and collected 
and participants have given their consent to be voice recorded.  

Breakfast cereal boxes are laid out on the table for participants to refer to. 

Focus Group 1 

Let's begin. Let’s find out more about each other. Go around the circle 
and tell me your name for the purpose of the recording, and what your 
favourite breakfast cereal is. 

 (Participants introduce themselves) 

We aren't going to be going around the table any more so just jump into 
the conversation whenever you want. Have a conversation with each 
other. So tell me what you are looking for when you are choosing 
breakfast cereal in the supermarket. 

1A: Usually something chocolatey or sugary 

1B: Yep, same 

1C: Something healthy but really I don't enjoy it as much as chocolatey or 
sugary but 

1A: There's always one 

1B: (laughs) 

1C: Like Weetabix I look at the sugar 

1B: Well if it's heathy I just put sugar on it 

1C: I don't like sugar on it 

1A: Yeah if I get cereal that's like Corn Flakes or Rice Krispies I put a load of 
sugar on 

1B: Me too 

1D: I look for something healthy that has a bit of taste because most healthy 
cereals don't have much flavour or taste to them 

Do you have any difficulty finding what you want in the supermarket? 

1C: No 

1A: I always just stick to the same types 

1D: Hmm (agreement) 
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1C: Sometimes though, like say, I like the Weetabix banana ones, they don't 
have them everywhere. So then you can't find them then. But the normal 
branded, big branded ones like Coco Pops, Shredded Wheat, things like that, 
you can always find those, and they’re always in one aisle, so. They always 
have offers on the end of the aisles. 

1A: The boring cereals are always there 

1C: Yeah, Bran Flakes, things like that 

1B: Never have any difficulty with them 

1A: Muesli, Corn Flakes 

How would you describe a boring cereal? 

1A: Not sugar 

 (Laughter in the room) 

1A: Or chocolate 

1C: Or just like one thing, one taste, like bran, and it doesn't really have a taste 
does it 

1B: Porridge 

1C: Yeah 

1D: Generally those types of cereals need sugar or fruit or something to add to 
it 

1B: Yeah porridge for example 

1D: Flavour 

1C: Or a bit more variety. Like Fruit and Fibre isn't as bad as Bran Flakes 
because of the fruit and stuff in it, so it gives it a bit of … 

1A: I like Bran Flakes, but only with sugar 

Going back, (1A), you said that you go for the same types, by types what 
do you mean? 

1A: Chocolatey or sugary. So Coco Pops usually. I'm quite boring 

Do you stick to particular brands? 

1A: I, yep, I usually don’t buy own brands 

1D: I've been disappointed by own brand in the past. Like Aldi, or Tesco own 
brand. So I don't bother any more. They're not quite the same. A good imitation, 
but not quite the same 
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1C: Well, I kind of look at the sugar, and I don't necessarily look at the calories, I 
look at like the sugar and sometimes the own branded can have less sugar than 
the popular brands, but then again like the, like for example Weetabix, I find 
they taste nicer than the cheaper brand cause they are a bit of a different 
texture, and the texture is a bit off sometimes. So it just depends, it's what 
you're used to. 

How do you feel about brands? 

1B: Oh, I usually just buy Kellogg’s. Every time (laughs) 

Any particular reason? 

1B: I know I like them. And I'm a creature of habit. I don't like to be disappointed 
(laughs) 

1C: Also like the box looks nicer doesn't it? Like if you look at the Smart Price 
ones they look horrible 

1B: Yeah … 

1C: Yeah 

Do you associate different brands with anything in particular then? 

1C: Quality 

1B: Kellogg’s usually is the quality 

1A: I think that's something that encourages you, if say you've got a parent, a 
parent going shopping with a child, the child is more likely to be drawn to, if the 
parent asks them what cereal they want, they are more likely to be drawn to the 
boxes that have got characters or something on, the ones that look more 
appealing 

1B: You know the difference between the generic and the 

1A: Packaging 

1C: And like it says Dad you're grrrreat, so if you gave your Dad that for 
breakfast on the table for Father's day, it looks better than a generic box that's 
like boring 

(Participants discuss putting the same writing on a generic box using felt 
tip pen)  

So what do you think about that on the Frosties? 

1C: Good, if you have a Dad 

 (Laughter in the room) 

Do you think it would make you buy it? 
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1C: Nah. I don't think my Dad would eat it 

1D: We're adults, I mean, if I’d child, small child, they're definitely gonna 
influence, their choices. Characters, as (1A) said, characters on the front and 
stuff, will influence what they want to buy 

1C: Like I used to always buy the ones with toys in and stuff 

1D: Uhuh (agreement) 

1C: Like do ya know, ones that you wanted to collect 

1B: (laughs) 

1C: I want this cereal 

1A: It's usually Kellogg’s that do that. Own brands don't usually do that 

1B: No 

1C: Like Weetos, they used to have really cool things, and I never used to 
actually particularly like Weetos. But I used to always want to get that cereal for 
the toy 

1B: Although they've stopped doing things like toys. They only do boring 
promotions now 

1C: That spoon that they do. You know that personalised spoon that (O) has got  

1A: Yeah 

1C: I want that 

1B: I'm looking, I'm looking at this one. You can get seeds 

1C: Hmm, boring 

1D: Kids are getting more into growing stuff 

1C: But I think as well the adults are like ooh it's scientific, seeds 

1A: I've noticed as well that on cereal boxes nowadays they do try and promote 
positive aspects of the cereal, so vitamins, and whether it's healthy or not 

1C: (Interrupts) Healthy living 

1A: Wholegrain, that seems to be something that Kellogg’s are pushing 

So what do you think about the healthiness of products that don't have 
statements like that on them? 

1C: You don't necessarily think that they’re healthy to be honest. Because, like, 
this box doesn't have a, well it says high fibre so you are like ooh that’s good it’s 
high in fibre, but if it doesn't have any healthy words on it you think they’re 
unhealthy don't you, like 
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1D: (Interrupts) it's got a promotion on the back though, own brand 

1C: Oh yeah, ebooks. I guess it's an own brand but not a value own brand 
though is it like value own brand 

1A: …Smart Price… 

1C: No artificial colours, flavours 

1B: Vitamins and iron 

1C: So I guess you'll think actually that looks healthy 

1D: (Interrupts) there’s no salt. There's no salt in them. I find, personally, that 
cheaper, cheaper, own brand products, have more sugar and salt in them 

1B: They try and use the positives to distract from the negatives. For instance 
Coco Pops. Vitamin D and B vitamins and iron distract you from the fact that a 
30g portion has 12% of your daily recommended allowance of sugar in it 

1C: And is that for a child or for an adult's recommended daily? Cause it just 

1B: One assumes it's an adults 

1C: Yeah 

1A: Yeah but these, these own brand Corn Flakes which you would have 
assumed to probably be healthier because they're not chocolatey or sugary 

1B: Sugary 

1A: 7.2g 

1C: Of sugar? 

1B: Yeah 

1A: Of sugar 

1C: So it's 

1D: (Interrupts) well that's, well that’s 6g less. You could have two bowls of 
them and one bowl of that and you'd have the same 

1A: (Interrupts) yeah but I'd have more enjoyment in one bowl out of them 

1D: It's not necessarily about enjoyment though is it?  

 (Participants share a joke) 

1B: It says, well this one here 

1A: (Interrupts) yeah but breakfast is supposed to be like the most, one of the 
most important meals of the day, so 

1D: Yeah 
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1A: It needs to be more appealing 

1D: No, it's all about habits for small kids in particular, it's all about habits 

1C: Like on here as well, the ingredients. Rice sugar, fat reduced cocoa 
powder. So you're like oh well its fat reduced cocoa powder so it's not as bad. 
It’s just a little bit of flavour 

1B: Yeah it's not as bad but it's still not great 

1C: Exactly, but 

1D: What's the sugar content in the Frosties? Gonna be higher isn't it? 

1B: In the Frosties 

1A: What's the, what is it in that Weetabix? 

1B: Per 

1C: (Interrupts) that's the thing you see, the Weetabix look quite healthy cause 
Weetabix (emphasis on the Wheat) 

1B: Per 30, per 30g, 11g of sugar. Per 30g serving 

1C: This has got 6. 

1B: (Interrupts) One third of this is sugar (laughs) 

1A: See you'd expect that because it's got, it's baked with golden syrup to be 
very, very sugary  

1C: Do ya think? 

1A: Hmm 

1C: Cause if I look at that I think oh Weetabix is a healthy brand 

1A: Yeah but the golden syrup 

1B: Yeah, here ya go 

1C: (Interrupts) Yeah I know but I thought it might just be a bit of flavour 

1B: It says based on the average adult, and that's the average adult eating 
2000 calories a day 

 (Participants all agree that they eat more than 2000 calories daily)  

So, (1B) you said about the portion size being for an adult, how would you 
work out the portion size for a child? 

1B: Well it says that 30g is the, is a portion but, I don't think that anybody 
actually ever, ever does that 
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1A: Does anybody actually, does a parent actually measure? I have never seen 
anybody measure what cereal they're having. I just pour 

1D: (Interrupts) I only would if I was, if I was conscious of my child's weight 

1B: Hmm (agreement) 

1C: I measure. Unless it's like Weetabix where like two biscuits, you know 

1A: You weigh it? Do you weigh your cereal? 

1C: If it's loose, yeah 

1A: Really? 

1B: I mean, if it's 

1A: (Interrupts) I just tip a load in the 

1B: Yeah so do I, depending on the size of the bowl 

1C: If I don't wanna, if I want, if I'm really hungry and I don't wanna know, then I 
tip it in 

1A: (Interrupts) I never weigh 

1C: But, generally I do weigh it 

1B: No I don’t 

1A: I just pour, pour 

1B: (Interrupts) depending on the size of the bowl I poor in an appropriate 
amount 

1C: But then with the milk I don't always measure that, but with cereal I do 

1A: (Interrupts) I never, I actually never, never measure it, I just pour it in the 
bowl. And I do 

1B: (Interrupts) you know those little boxes of cereal that you get, you know 
when you're on holiday and things like that 

1A: (Interrupts) they don’t 

1B: Are they supposed to be like a 30g serving? 

1D: They're 30g aren't they? 

1A: Yeah and that, there's about five mouthfuls 

1B: Yeah, I mean that might be suitable for a child, one of those things, but you 
know for an adult, you need at least two 

1D: A very small child 
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1A: I remember 

1B: At least two, you need at least two of those 

1A: (Interrupts) I remember as a child, with those. I always used to want to get 
them, just for the novelty of them. And but one never used to fill me up, I always 
used to eat two of them 

 (General agreement) 

1B: Yeah, even as a child I had as well, so now I'd need about four 

(Participants tell a story about when they ate Variety cereal on holiday as 
well as extra breakfast items) 

1A: One of those does not fill you  

1D: 30g portion is not enough. That is the message here 

1B: Yeah 

1D: Except for a small child. I don't think even a 10 year old would be full 

1B: I mean 

1C: (Interrupts) what 

1B: I mean, it seems like a 30g serving is basically like to make it seem like it's 
not quite as bad for you as it is. You look at it and ooh per serving it's only got 
117 calories in it. Oh isn’t that great, but then you realise that you can’t eat a 
30g serving because it won't go anywhere 

 (General agreement) 

1B: So it’s better to look per 100g, at least then you can get, you can compare 
them 

1D: At least then you can have three bowls (laughs) 

1B: Yeah (laughs) 

1C: We've not. We've not even looked at these ones. Crunchy nut ones 

(Participants discuss whether or not they have answered the question) 

Think of, this has got 11g of sugar in (Crunchy Nut bites) 

1B: Ooh I love Crunchy Nut 

1C: The Crunchy Nut nuts and caramel bites 

1B: 11g 

1A: (Interrupts) why's that one got a blue box, not an orange box? 

1B: Why what’s bad? What's wrong with the orange box? 
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1A: Crunchy Nut is an orange box 

1C: Yeah but it's Crun, it's different ones 

1A: Oh 

1B: Nuts and caramel bites… 

1D: I've never had Crunchy Nut 

1B: I like that fact you know it's an orange, supposed to be an orange box 
(laughs) 

1D: Yeah (agreement) 

1A: Yeah, I do like them though. I have them 

1C: Oh and it says, it's, it's obviously marketed at grown-ups because it says 
grown-ups go for free. Do ya know like, instead of children go for free? 

1B: Well not necessarily 

1A: (Interrupts) no no no, those are on there so that, cause kids will beg to go to 
those places, and then it means the parents can take them ‘cause they go free 

1B: Yeah and it's cheap, cheaper for them 

1D: (Interrupts) it's actually a bit of a bugbear to pay yourself. Cause I've often 
felt, when (L)'s bringing the kids somewhere that I don't mind going. But why 
would, why would I pay £25 to get in Legoland like 

(General agreement) 

Do ya know, so... offers like that would attract parents to 

1B:  (Interrupts) just to walk round with the kids 

1D: Hmm (in agreement) 

But do you think you'd give a product like that to your child 

1A: No 

1D: No, nuts, no 

1A: That, that, that would be seen as an adult's cereal 

1B: (Interrupts) why what's wrong with nuts? 

1A: Children's cereal seems to be, what I would say is Coco Pops 

1B: (Interrupts) Frosties 

1A: Frosties, not for a youngish child. I'd say Coco Pops, Rice Krispies 

1C: But, it's got Tony the Tiger, like the cartoony ones 
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1A: Weetos 

1D: Depends on the age. I mean from about maybe 10, 8 or 9 upwards they 
might start branching out into Frosties. You're not gonna give them to a 3 year 
old. 

1A: A 3 year old should be like Coco Pops  

1D: Cause they are crunchy. They're hard to, hard to get your teeth round 

1A: I always remember when I was younger thinking that Crunchy Nut corn 
flakes or whatever were an adult cereal. 

1D: Special K 

1B: Muesli (laughs) 

1C: Do you remember those, when you're like a baby, sometimes you get fed 
like Weetabix cause it's like mush 

1A: Oh yeah 

1B: Yeah 

1A: I eat, I eat, that's how I eat my Weetabix, and Ready brek 

1C: That's like a family cereal 

1B: So do I  

1A: And Ready brek 

1B: So do I, yeah 

1A: With warm milk. All mixed round 

1B: You warm it up and you mix it all up. 

1A: Yeah yeah 

1B: With sugar in and things like that 

1C: I used to have, with Nutella in 

 (Inaudible mumbling) 

What do you think about the price of children’s compared to adult 
cereals? 

1A: I think that they're more expensive. Children's ones. But then you get like 
prizes in them 

1C: I think they're bigger though as well. Like you always see a small box with 
adult ones, but like the children's ones are huge. I don’t know, maybe cause 
they eat them every day 
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1B: What's Weetabix considered? 

1D: Big cause there's 24 portions. There's like 24. No there'd be 12. Depends 
how many you have. Some people have one or two don’t they? 

1A: (Interrupts) you have 2. I have 2 

1B: I think 2 is usually a serving 

1D: So that'd be 12 bowls 

1B: Yeah 

1D: And what's that. 360. Technically there's 12 bowls in that. But, there won’t 
be like. But 

1B: It says there. It says there are 16 in that (laughs) 

1D: Yeah, there's not. There's about 10 isn't there? 

1B: Yeah 

So out of all of the information on the packet what would you actually look 
at? 

1A: I, to be, to be quite honest, I don't look at, I don't look at the information 

1B: (Interrupts) if you were to 

1A: I, I know that I should, but I don’t 

1B: If you were, if you were to look at it 

1A: If I was to look at it, I'd look at fat content 

1D: No you wouldn't 

1A: Yes I would 

1D: You wouldn't 

1C: I'd look at sugar. I think calories. It's cereal, it's not much 

1A: (Interrupts) it's saturated fat that's supposed to be 

1B: Yeah 

1D: You'd look at what's in it (1A). Like is there nuts in it, is there sugar, what 
kind of flavour is it. You'd look at the taste rather than the actual 

1A: Yeah, that's what I mean. I don't look at. I don't really look at the health 
aspect of it. I never 

1D: No you don’t. The reason you don't is cause you've never had an issue with 
weight. So, so you don't think about the fat within at all. So on the outside you 
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have never had any kind of issue about your weight. So you don't have to look, 
you don't have to study labels 

1A: Fat within me is very bad 

1D: So at some point, at some point if you have a health scare, or you become 
fat, then you would start to analyse them 

1A: I did. No I did become more conscious of it when my mum started suffering 
from high cholesterol. Cause she became very conscious about like fat, and 
saturated fat. 

1D: Yeah 

1A: She's never looked at labels before. But I don’t really 

1D: I'd go straight for the calories, straight for the calories 

1B: Yeah I was just about to say. If I were to look at them. Calories, fat and 
sugar 

1C: It used to be calories for me, but, I think. I don't think cereal has many 
calories anyway. And I weight it out, so, it's mainly sugar  

1D: Yeah, second is sugar 

1A: Why do you, why do you weigh it out? 

1C: So then I know I'm getting a portion, and I'm not getting more calories than 
I'm planning on having, if you get what I mean. So I know that a portion, what 
I'm having is a portion, I'm not having over a portion. So I can expect, you know, 
kind of plan how many calories I'm having and stuff. Control how many calories 

1B: Does anybody ever, does anybody ever look at the, the other nutritional 
information, the vitamin D, riboflavin, niacin 

1C: No 

1D: No   

1B: Whatever pantothenic acid is 

1D: B6 is it? 

1B: No the vitamin B6 is listed 

1D: B12? It’s B12 

1B: B12 is listed separately 

1D: Pantothenic acid 

1A: They're additives though, aren't they not? 

1B: Who knows? 
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1C: It's because children need vitamins and iron for healthy growth and 
development and they usually don't get enough. 

1B: Well I know, I know they need it but does listing it on the si, listing it on the 
side make you think well this has 11.9mg iron in it, whereas this one has 
10.2mg of iron? 

1D: No, you'd never analyse it 

1B: Are you gonna go, ooh this has more iron, this is better for the child? 

1C: No, you'd just see, you'd just think ooh it's vitamins and iron. Well then I 
don't know how many adults know what 

1B: (Interrupts) or is it just that, or is it just a legal requirement that they label 
even though nobody looks at them 

1D: Most people I think, if they're conscious of not getting enough of a particular 
vitamin in their diet will take a supplement, rather than look for it, because it's 
the lazy way isn't it? 

1B: Yeah they'll just take, they'll just take a multivitamin 

1D: Yeah. Rather than, than actually try and get it in their diet. And I know it's 
probably a less healthy 

1B: I take a multivitamin 

1D: Yeah, most people do 

1B: Just to compensate for anything I don't get 

So looking at the nutritional information on the back, and the traffic lights, 
how easy do you think that it is to understand? 

1D: Straightforward 

1C: The traffic lights are quite good. They only have it in certain 

1A: There's no traffic lights on Coco Pops 

1D: There is, they're in, they're on every single package 

1A: Well why's that blue? 

1B: Yeah it's all blue. It's not even, it's not traffic lighted 

1D: They can be, they can be, is it blue, green, orange and red? 

1C: Yeah. Now the Sainsbury's one has it, the traffic lights. So, green that 
means it's good. Amber 

1B: Is medium 

1C: Oh maybe 
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1A: What’s blue? 

1B: Well they are all blue so 

1C: So 

1A: All Kellogg’s are just all blue 

1D: Yeah why is, why have they gotten away with that? Cause they’re 
supposed 

1C: (Interrupts) it might not be a legal requirement. I think it's recommended but 
not legal requirement 

1B: (Interrupts) it’s recommended but not legal 

1D: I thought it was legal 

 (Researcher briefly explains the voluntary agreement) 

1A: To be fair though. A parent, if they're out shopping and their child wants 
these, they're not gonna be looking really so much at that than if an own brand 
has got the actual traffic. Cause the, the own brand has to rely on other ways to, 
to try and sell the cereal 

1C: Yeah 

1A: So by including that on, that's gonna maybe entice, perhaps, more people 
to buy them. But for something like this, they, they're selling it on the brand 
name. They don't really need to do much in terms of ensuring 

1B: (Interrupts) yeah, they don't need to convince people that it's high in 
whatever 

1D: Well, well they, they're lying 

1A: They're not lying 

1D: They are 

1A: No they're not. Cause they, they're displaying it, but they're not highlighting 
it 

1D: Well technically they they're 

1A: They're not lying 

1D: Well it's fraudulent really 

1A: It's not fraudulent 

1D: It is. They're not being honest are they? 

1A: They are being honest. They're sharing all the information, just not 
highlighting it 
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1D: Yeah, but, but, they, they’re choosing not to make it obvious to the 
consumer, and that is like fraud 

1A: But, they are still displaying it 

1C: (Interrupts) like look at this 

1D: Yeah, but they're not making it obvious 

1C: All green then amber. So you think oh, that's, that's quite good. But then if 
you look at it, it says 30g without milk, so you look at that and you think oh okay 
that's without milk. Then you look on the back, and it's like, 100g without milk, 
per 30g serving without milk, per 30g serving with 125ml of semi skimmed milk, 
and then it's just confusing. Cause then when you actually add milk it makes it 
more sugary doesn't it? It adds the sugar and adds more calories, sugar and fat 

1D: Hmm (agreement) 

1C: So, it's, it's confusing cause it, it makes it look better without milk doesn't it? 
So I don't know if all of them have without milk. That says, that says with semi 
skimmed milk so it mustn't be sugary, very sugary the cereal 

1B: So that, is that a way of convincing, convincing you to give the box to your 
child and just say just eat out of the packet, you'll be fine 

1C: Yeah (laughs) 

1D: Yeah so, realistically, to make it very fair, they should all be traffic lighted, 
and they should all show with semi skimmed milk. Because the majority of 
consumers will have it with semi simmed milk. Skimmed not simmed. And 

(Laughter in the room) 

1C: (Interrupts) but 125ml, that's not much 

1B: It don't even know what, yeah but neither's, neither's 30g 

1C: (Interrupts) I probably have like 200. I have 

1B: 30g isn't much 

1D: Yeah if you, 125ml is probably enough, for 30g 

1B: Yeah, it's probably about right. And then you have to at least double it 
otherwise you're not (laughs) 

1D: Yeah  

 (Pause in conversation) 

So how well do you think that it's enforced? These traffic lights and these 
health messages and things that are on them? 
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1C: Well, it's kind of like a free for all. It's, I think it's used by some brands to 
make the cereal look better than it is. And other brands to help sell the cereal 
because it's not branded. So I think they just use it to their advantage rather 
than to the consumer's advantage 

1B: Uniformity would be nice 

1C: Yeah 

1B: But the thing is. If you're, if you're going to look at the nutritional content, 
you're going to look at it no matter whether it's you know, green, orange, 
whatever.  

1D: If you're in a rush so, the traffic lights are very handy 

1B: Hmm (in agreement) 

1D: I look at them on, on desserts 

1C: Yeah, yeah 

1D: And I, I, as soon as I see red on something, I look at the number then after 
that. And if it's a ridiculously high number, like I saw an apple turnover the other 
day, it was 37% of your recommended fat. And I was, I was devouring these 
every day. I was having. I went through a phase of having one every day for 
about a week. I thought I can't, I can't sustain that. And then that made me kind 
of pay more attention to these traffic lights 

1A: See, I. I never look at that kind of thing 

(Participants share stories about noticing the fat content of particular 
foods) 

1C: If it's like a one off, I just try not to look cause I'm like well it's only a one off. 
But if I think I'm gonna have it every day then 

1D: Well, this is something you have every day so that's a big, you've gotta 
make the right call 

1C: Yeah 

1B: I wish there was something with negative fat that I could have just to 
counteract it 

So would they affect your choice? The traffic light values on the front? 

1D: Yeah, yeah 

1A: I think after this though I would maybe probably look more 

1B: It depends. If I'm, if I am conscious about what I'm eating then yes it would. 
If I can't be bothered, paying attention. If I just want to eat it, none the less, then 
no I wouldn't pay attention. 
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1C: For me I think, if it's cereal perhaps not cause I know kinda what I want. 
And then I'll go to it, and have a look, and if it's too much I'll just put it down. But 
with other things like yeah, things like desserts or meals or something like that 
then I'll probably look. But cereal, I don't think it would really influence my 
choice.  

1A: With cereal, like I don't, I think I don't like. I don't eat cereal every single day 
so I probably, it probably won't deter me from buying something like Coco Pops. 

1C: Yeah 

1A:  In terms of food I do, I guess a habit. I guess children's habits are taken 
perhaps from their parents. And so growing up, my mum always used to buy 
lower fat stuff. So she'd buy lighter options or diet options. So I tend to stick, I 
tend to, that’s what I go for 

1B: All the tastes that you're used to? 

1A: Yeah 

Does everyone else agree? 

1A: I think kids do get their food, their eating habits from their parents… 

1B: Yeah, they do 

1C: Definitely 

1D: I'd look right now. Because I'm conscious of my weight... So maybe not in 
six months’ time, because I didn't do it six months ago, ya know. I guess it 
depends, it depends on what stage 

1A: (Interrupts) Yeah you’d do it, just not like, you wouldn't look at it and be like 
oh, definitely can't have that 

1B: You're not obsessive about it  

1D: Yeah, you're not obsessed. I'm obsessing a wee bit now. 

1A: Whereas now yeah, you're like oh I won't get that 

1D: If I had a child I would look most definitely look. Because there's no way I 
would feed a kid, something, a product every day that was riddled in sugar. 
Every single day. 

1B; Yeah, that's the thing. It's sugar overload. You've got to be more vigilant 
than with yourself.  

1D: You do, you do (1B). 

1C: Give them a good start at least  

1B: (laughs) 
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1D: Well you can't send them off to school laced with sugar. The poor teachers 
have to deal with them like 

 (Joking about children eating too much sugar and falling asleep) 

So, we've talked about fat, we've talked about sugar. Would you look at 
the actual ingredients list? 

1D: No 

1C: Hmm, nah 

1D: Unless it was a new cereal and I didn't know what kind of flavour I was 
gonna get from it 

 (Discussion drifts to a new Coca Cola product, Coke Life)  

1A: A new product. Yeah, so a new product I think people. I think, for a product 
like this that's been around for years. Like we've all grown up with all, with these 
cereals 

1B: With, with Frosties 

1A: None of us tend to look at, at that kind of stuff now. But if something new 
gets launched, then you are interested, and you do look 

1C: True 

1B: Sometimes do out of curiosity, you know just… 

1A: (Interrupts) cause to be quite honest, see where they have got this in blue 
here at the bottom. If that actually got changed and they used the colours on 
that, there's probably more of them that maybe would highlight as red on there. 
So that's probably why they don't do it 

1D: But the sugar would be red, that's why. That's why, that's why I was saying 
it's really like fraud 

(Laughter in the room) 

1A: …But if, if that was done as the traffic light, are you telling me that that 
would stop people from buying it?  

1D: Some people, yeah, it would some people. It would, it would make it more 
obvious. Especially to people who aren't really wise on this. They understand, a 
lot of people understand these traffic lights 

1A: The colour red might make you think oh danger 

1D: Yep 

1B: Well not only that, but if you look at the 
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 (Participants joking about what the colour red would imply) 

If you look at the ingredients, it says in here on the, on these Weetabix. Partially 
inverted sugar syrup. Now what on earth is partially inverted sugar syrup?  

1C: It's obviously like processed, isn't it? So you think oh 

1D: It’s well processed, yeah 

1B: Yeah but it's not wholly inverted you know 

 (Laughter and agreement in the room) 

1D: For someone uneducated; grams, percentages don't mean anything, 
colours do 

1C: Yeah, true 

1B: Well, to be honest. Yeah, without wishing to sound too egotistic, I count 
myself as fairly educated and I don't know what partially inverted sugar syrup is 
(laughs). So, you know, sometimes it doesn't matter how educated you are, you 
still can't understand what’s on the ingredients list 

1D: Yeah 

1B: I can understand, you know the, and well, also when you, when we were 
talking about the nutritional information before. Again, what, what on earth that 
pantothenic acid is 

1D: I’ve, I've heard of it before. It's a vitamin, but I can't remember which one 

1C: I think that people are more likely to look at the ingredients if they've got an 
allergy 

 (Agreement from all the participants) 

So if they've got a food allergy then they're gonna look 

1B: But they're usually highlighted 

1C: Yeah but 

1B: In bold or you know, or in a separate allergy list or something like that 

1C: But, also, I look at like the, what ingredient is first cause the ingredient that 
is listed first there is usually more percentage of in the pack. So, I usually look 
for like say if sugar is high, I'm like oh most of this is sugar 

1D: Hmm (in agreement) 

1C: Whereas if sugar is low down in the list I'm like actually it's, there's not too 
much sugar in them. So, that's another reason. But I don't actually read em, I 
just see what order it is 
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1B: Yeah, you just see what's up near the top 

1C: Yeah 

What's the most important information on the package? 

1C: To me sugar, and I guess calories are important  

1D: For me, calories 

1B: Calories 

It's the, it's just the easy, the easiest way to tell 

1D: Yep 

1B: Without going too much more into detail 

1D: Hmm (in agreement) 

1A: What is, what is it? 

1D: A calorie 

1B: Calories 

1A: It is calories? 

1D: Yeah 

1C: I think sugar though, it, for me I think oh sugar is bad because you, you kind 
of, whatever sugar you don't use it converts to carbohydrate, and then if you 
don't use that energy then you put the weight on. Whereas fat doesn't tend to 
make you put too much weight on, unless you're eating a lot of fat. And if you've 
got high cholesterol levels, so I kind of look at sugar  

1A: Isn't it the saturated fat that's the worst thing? 

1D: Yeah 

1C: Saturated fat is bad for your heart, and, but that's why sugar I think oh 

1B: It's easy for the body to, to turn carbohydrates into energy, than it is for it to 
turn fat into energy. So it goes for those first 

1C: Yeah. But, I think cause, it depends how much fat you eat as well. I think fat 
keeps you fuller as well, so if, if it's good fats I'm not too bothered. But I can't 
see it now, I don't know 

1B: I think carbs tend to keep you quite full 

Okay, shout some things out at me. What would make your ideal product? 

1A: Chocolate 

(Laughter in the room) 
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I'm, I'm not saying that I, I genuinely, I think I'm addicted to chocolate. So, 
something that's chocolatey always draws my attention 

1B: Well I'm addicted to sugar, so 

1A: Something that's sweet. Okay, sweet or chocolatey 

1B: Yeah 

1A: Would catch my eye 

1B: Yeah 

1D: I like ones that, that go well with warm milk 

1C: (laughs) 

1D: They don't all go. Like Corn Flakes doesn't go well with warm milk 

1B: Yeah, Special K with warm milk is not exactly (laughs) 

1D: Yeah, some of them break up too much. Rice Krispies just keep the right 
level of mushiness, so 

1B: (Laughs) you see, Weetabix with warm milk is nice 

1C: Ones that are tasty that, like, if you can get a really nice chocolatey tasty 
one that's low calories and fat, and sugar 

1A: You don’t want much then 

1D: … 

1C: Then that would be my ideal. But that's not going to happen 

1B: Low fat, low calorie, low carb 

1A: Low taste 

1B: No, high taste, you want high taste 

1C: High taste 

1D: High taste, low in calorie 

1B: Possibly high protein (laughs) 

1D: Doesn't exist 

1C: Yeah, something I can eat and eat then not put weight on. Lose weight 
(laughs) 

1B: Yeah (laughs). Chicken breast cereal 

1C: Yeah (laughs) 

That was an interesting point, about calories and taste. Tell me more 
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1A: Was it me that said that? 

1B: Well, well typically taste comes from 

1D: (Interrupts) Sugar 

1B: Either fat, or from sugar. And both of those add to the calorie, calorie count 

1C: Hmm (in agreement) 

1D: Unless you go for an artificial sweetener 

1B: Yeah 

1D: But, when you're already having that in every other thing throughout the 
day… tend to avoid it really 

1C: I guess 

1D: (Interrupts) actually, cereals don't come with artificial sweeteners do they? 

1B: Not usually, no. Cause they usually have a huge thing on saying no artificial 
flavourings or whatever 

1D: Hmm (in agreement). Maybe they, maybe you're better off with an artificial 
one 

1B: (Laughs) Yeah, with artificial flavour, sugars in them 

1D: One with, with a bit of stevia instead of 

1B: Instead of sugar in it 

1C: I think it would boost the cost a lot though wouldn't it? Cause sugar is so 
cheap. And, whereas stevia is expensive. It's more expensive to manufacture 

1B: (Interrupts) Yeah but they, they, they can, they can make things like Diet 
Coke and Coke Zero and things like that 

1D: Aspartame? 

1B: Is that what it is? 

1D: It's in that yeah 

1B: Yeah, can they put that in cereal? 

1C: Yeah, I guess so 

1D: Can they? That could be a point that you could make. We want an artificial 
sweetener 

1B: Is that, is that, is that gonna be one of those things? Is that gonna be one of 
those things, in 20 years we're gonna find out that it's carcinogenic or 
something like that?  
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1C: (laughs)  

1D: Technically you could buy a very low in sugar cereal though, and add your 
own artificial sweetener. You can 

1B: What, can you just buy aspartame then? In a tub? 

1D: I don't know. Well, what's the one you can get? Splenda? 

1C: You can get like, yeah 

1B: Splenda 

1D: What's that? 

1C: I don't know what 

1A: What's Canderel? 

1D: That's aspartame I think, is it? 

1C: No 

1B: That's, that's artificial isn't it? That's a sweetener 

1C: They're all similar kind of artificial things 

1D: Fructose? 

I’ll get back to you at the end about that one 

 (Conversation veers to other topics) 

Okay so let's talk about advertising 

1A: Oh yes 

What are the different ways that cereal is advertised to children? 

1B: Well, television 

1A: The adverts are usually cartoony. Like Coco Pops definitely 

1B: Yeah. Got that bloody annoying monkey on it 

1C: This has got like a superhero 

1A: Yeah 

1C: So it makes you think oh I can be a superhero too if I eat this cereal 

(Laughter in the room) 

1A: (1C), Maybe you 

1C: Well children, children are impressionable 

1D: Oh lord, (1C) 
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1B: Oh, bless (laughs) 

1C: Yeah like, and it's got an, its electric guy. So it's like he's got a lot of energy 
for the day 

1A: … 

1B: See look at him, he's jumping 

1C: Cause he's eaten the cereal, so he's a superhero  

(Conversation veers to sweets, TV and weather)  

1D: So advertising is, I think, aimed at children. I don't think there's as much 
advertising about cereals as there used to be 15 years ago, do you remember? 

1B: It depends on the cereal 

1D: Every other ad though was about Coco Pops or 

1B: Well I think that there might be something legal now about them having to, I 
don't know, impressionable children and things like that 

1D: Maybe. Yeah I don't think you're allowed advertise as much for kids here 

1B: Yeah, when it comes to, yeah you know, particularly unhealthy, unhealthy 
things 

1A: You don't really see a lot of food adverts nowadays do ya? To be quite 
honest 

1C: Hmm (not sure) 

1B: Possibly for the same reason 

1A: I don't know. You used to always see, like 

1D: Advertising is expensive, and, doesn't. I can tell you in particular is doesn't 
get as big a market as it used to because a lot of people skip on the ads now. 

1B: (Laughs) Netflix 

1A: Hmm (in agreement) 

1B: Also, it depends on the cereal. You know. I can't imagine too many 

1A: (Interrupts) I don't think you ever see things like Shredded Wheat advertised 
now 

1B: No. I can't imagine too many child based adverts for Alpen 

1D: It keeps hunger locked up till lunch. Maybe we don't see ads anyway cause 
we we’re skipping em forward 

1B: I don’t know 
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1A: I don't remember seeing any anything like that for a long time, even skipped 
through 

1C: Maybe because you watch BBC too much 

1B: I do, I do, I do remember seeing an advert for Alpen relatively recently. But 
then that's a healthier cereal 

1D: On mountains and stuff like that yeah? 

1B: Yeah but It’s like… stuff like that. And It's got, and it had a creepy dude in it 

1D: Uhuh (in agreement) 

What about the advertising for the free things? Like those seeds, and 
books on that one. Would that influence you? 

1A: Like, to be fair, when I was younger, I sometimes used to, It sometimes 
used to influence my decision on what cereal I got if the prize was good in it 

 (General agreement) 

1B: Or there used to be one where it was like collecting book tokens for schools 
and things like that 

 (Agreement) 

1D: Well, if I was a parent and the grown-ups go free thing, I would definitely 
buy one, at least one box to get this, this label. And then, you buy one, and you 
might realise you like the cereal and buy it again then. So, having something 
like that on. Cause if you're going anyway, you definitely, you wouldn't go 
without one of these vouchers would ya? 

 (Participants joke about tokens and theme park queues) 

So at the supermarket they are coming out with all of these different 
ranges in each brand, such as this goldren syrup Weetabix. Would that 
influence you to buy? 

1C: Yeah. To me, yeah. Because I know I like the cereal, then I get a bit bored 
of it after a while and I think oh that's nice trying a different flavour of it 

1B: Yeah I'd, I'd try, like you know, I've tried the chocolate Weetabix ones 
before, and the banana ones that you said… 

1C: Yum 

1D: Rice Krispies have never branched out, you see I’m an avid Rice Krispie 
eater  

1B: (Interrupts) I would like chocolate Rice Krispies or something 

1D: I suppose they're Coco Pops 
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1B: Yeah I suppose they are 

1A: You see I'm very, I'm very a creature of habit. I don't like when they bring 
out new variations. What are those new Coco Pops called? 

1D: Coco Rocks. They were rotten 

1A: Coco Crocs 

1D: Coco Compters, yeah 

1A: They were vile 

1C: And they have like a multigrain one don't they? 

1D: Yeah 

1C: A wholegrain one 

1D: Yeah, Coco Cops have got quite a bit selection actually. But they, they 
don’t… 

1A: (Interrupts) Honey Nut Loops. That was one that I used to buy. But again, 
sweet 

1C: They were nice 

1A: Now they're called Honey Loops 

1D: Nesquik cereal. I used to like those 

1A: Nesquik or Cookie Crisp 

 (Participants voice their appreciation for Cookie Crisp) 

1D: You see toffee, you can get Toffee Crisp cereal 

1C: What? 

1A: Yeah 

1D: The kids in school get, some of them have mentioned Toffee Crisp cereal  

1A: That's like full of chocolate 

1D: It's meant to be, it's meant to be horrendously bad for you 

1C: Like them Lion cereal, have you seen those? 

1A: Yeah 

1B: Hmm (in agreement) 

1C: They look nice 

1A: It's the same 
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1D: Like lion bar? 

1C: Yeah 

1B: So it's like chocolate bars are coming out with their own versions of cereal 
or something? 

1D: Yeah 

1C: Oh, have you tried Crave? Hmm they're nice. Chocolate 

1B: Were, where is there like a Dairy Milk cereal? 

1A: I think, I think that those kind of ones like Lion cereal and stuff. They're 
aimed at like teens 

1C: Yeah 

1D: Yeah. Yeah, rather than small, small kids 

1C: That don't care what they eat 

1B: Yeah, but where's the Dairy Milk cereal? And the Twirl cereal? (laughs) 

1D: See that I'd try 

1B: Yeah 

1C: I would. For dessert 

1D: Yeah, I probably would, yeah  

1A: How come? 

1D: Cause it, cause Cadbury's is a brand I trust. If they teamed up with like 
Kellogg’s, which is another brand I trust, I'd definitely go for it, I'd give it a try 

1B: To be honest they are probably owned by the same people now 

1A: They'd be very sickly 

1C: I think you could have it for dessert or something, like a treat 

1B: Or Kellogg’s could go in by themselves. Sitting under Cadbury's influence. 
Cadbury probably have a cereal manufacturer somewhere in their repertoire 

1D: Diet Coke cereal. That'd be next. One of them 

1B: (laughs) 

Would anyone eat that? (Smart Price Corn Flakes) 

1B: The Corn Flakes? With lots of sugar, yes 

1A: Well, yeah I would do, like 

1C: Would you choose it over 
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1A: No I wouldn't choose to buy it, but if that was all that was on offer, then I'd 
eat it 

1C: The thing is, when I've had 

1B: (Interrupts) or if, or if you're on a budget 

1C: When I've had the cheapo 

1A: (Interrupts) I wouldn't eat them, I wouldn't eat them Multigrain Hoops 

1B: No 

1A: That doesn't rock my boat at all 

1D: I feel, I've been disappointed by that… in the past 

1B: Too much like 

1A: (Interrupts) rock my boat, float my boat... 

1B: (laughs) 

1C: The cheapo ones are like really tiny, they're little grains 

1B: Too much like Cheerios, and I don't like those anyway 

1A: And I don’t like, no I don't like them. I don't like Ricicles either… 

1C: Oh, I hate those 

1A: They trick you. You think they're gonna be real sweet and they're not. I don’t 
know what it is about them 

1C: They are sweet, they're just disgusting 

1A: Horrid. It's not, it's not the same kind of thing as a Rice Krispie is it? 

1D: No 

1A: A Ricicle 

1C: No 

1D: Similar though, it is kind of, I suppose 

1B: Yeah 

1A: But it's something different 

1C: It's like encased in sugar 

1B: Just cheaper. Just cheaper, so 

1D: I like them  
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Do ya know when you used to get those straws, where you could suck the milk 
up, that changed colour? 

1C: Yeah 

1B: Ah, yes 

1C: And the Nesquik ones, the spoons, used to change colour. Nesquik cereal 

(Conversation veers to milkshakes and TV adverts)  

Okay, so we've talked about what we'd like to see in cereal. What would 
you not like to see? 

1C: Sugar 

1B: Diet Coke 

 (Laughter in the room) 

1D: Yeah 

1A: I think that the, I think it's getting very difficult nowadays for cereal brands to 
try, to bring more innovation 

1D: It's all there 

1A: It's all there. So all they're able to do is change the 

1B: Ingredients a bit 

1A: Not even necessarily that 

1D: Flavours 

1A: Because there's Coco Pops. They've got Coco Pops and then they've got 
different shapes. 

1C: The range? 

1A: The range. The only thing they, cause they, the Coco Pop brand, if you 
change something about it then it's not Coco Pops is it? So 

1C: People wouldn't like it, would they? They'd be like eww this is different 

1A: No, so they can only change certain things. But I think the market is quite 
saturated with different types of cereals. I don’t really think there's much room 
for a new cereal? What, what could you make that's new? 

1D: No, I'm getting a bit fed up of them all actually. I don't need, I don't need to 
see any new cereals 

1C: I think if you made a really healthy cereal, then I think it wouldn't sell. Like 
people wouldn't want Coco Pops but a healthy version. 
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1A: You can get like granola 

1B: Well it depends 

1C: (Interrupts) Granola is full of sugar though 

1B: It depends on whether they can make Coco Pops healthier but still taste 
exactly the same 

1C: Yeah, you could 

1A: The only thing yeah, the only thing that you could do now is take 

1B: Yeah that's the innovation 

1C: In an ideal world 

1B: That's the innovation 

1A: An innovation would be taking something, and making it taste the exact 
same but healthier 

1B: But healthier, yeah 

1D: Yeah 

1B: I think that's the only way you could change anything 

1D: I think yeah, that's what we'd all like to see 

What would you not like to see? 

1D: Oh yeah that was the question 

1B: Tastes the same, but unhealthier (laughs) 

1A: I wouldn't like to see it unhealthier, and I would also not like to see them 
disappear from my shelves. The ones I like 

1D: What kind of product would you not like to see though? 

Well I don't like those like Toffee Crisp cereals and stuff like that 

1A: To be fair I, I don't really agree with those. I don't agree with like chocolate 
based ones like that instead of like chocolate coated. You may as well just eat 

1B: Really? I do 

1D: If you're having them 

1A: They're sickly 

1B: (Interrupts) I know, I like them 
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1D: They need to be, like (1C) said, a dessert, or a treat. They should not be a 
breakfast cereal that is something you have every single day. They're okay as a 
treat, an occasional treat 

1C: And that's the kind of thing. It, people associate cereal as something you 
eat for breakfast every day 

1D: That's healthy 

1C: Yeah, that's healthy. So even if they have an unhealthy cereal, they 
wouldn't have a chocolate, well, they might not. They might think a chocolate 
bar is unhealthy every day, so a way to get around it is they have chocolate 
cereal. Which is the same thing 

1B: I'm fairly sure when they said that breakfast is the most important meal of 
the day, they don't mean Lion cereal 

1C: Yeah 

1B: But something, something else. Toffee Crisp cereal 

1D: But, in fairness, If you've got, if you were a, you'd probably be better off 
having a bowl of something like that rather than a chocolate bar. 

1C: Yeah 

1D: A chocolate bar isn’t going to fill you 

1C: Why? 

1D: And you're gonna go for a bag of crisps afterwards… 

1B: I tell you what, I'd end up having some Oreos 

1D: So maybe the cereal is better as a snack. But it's not something that should 
be eaten every day 

1C: Yeah, because I think people think oh I've just had cereal for breakfast so I 
can have a chocolate bar, cause I've only just had cereal. When really they 
might have had a really unhealthy cereal, so 

1D: Yeah. You do, you do assume, with cereals. You do associate them with 
being healthy. I think kids, it doesn’t matter what cereal it is, as soon as they 
hear the word cereal, it's, it's healthy 

1B: Maybe they should, maybe they should have on, on the front then. Instead 
of just like the traffic lights and the quantities, just say something like 'a bowl of 
this cereal has as much sugar as this bar of Dairy Milk' 

 (General agreement) 

1B: A bit more comparisons rather than just actual you know, flat figures 
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1D: Hmm, maybe 

1C: That would be a good idea 

1D: (Interrupts) do you know what would be fantastic? 

1B: …Well, it would be allowed, but I don't think that they would ever agree to it 

1D: In a dentist surgery I was in the other day. They've got a display board with 
the amount of sugar, in cereals. So they've got like the boxes 

1B: Did they have little bags of the actual sugar in it? 

1D: And the little bags of actual sugar 

1B: Yeah 

1C: Oh 

1D: They do it for drinks and stuff like that. If you saw something like that in a 
supermarket that would massively influence your selection of cereals. So 
something like that would be good to have if you were trying to make people a 
bit more health conscious. 

1B: It, it would have enforced to do that 

1C: Yeah, cause it would affect sales 

1D: Well, I mean 

1B: I doubt they would, I doubt they would do it voluntarily 

1D: You know, it would be no skin off Tesco's nose really. Cause they're still 
gonna sell a product. It doesn't make so much of a massive difference 

1B: Well it will depend on the, it will depend on the contract routes they have 
with Kellogg’s and stuff like that 

1D: Yeah they won't be able to 

1B: Yeah 

1D: But 

1A: Will they get, they will probably get better 

1D: They shouldn't be in cahoots with Kellogg’s really should they? They're just 
a 

1B: (Interrupts) they aren't in cahoots. They're selling their product for them 

1A: Yeah, but they would more, be more interested in selling their own brand 
product.  

1D: Possibly 
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1A: They're gonna get a better mark up from that. A better margin. Profit margin 

1D: Yeah 

1B: It depends. It depends, cause legally they'd have to do it for their own as 
well.  

1C: Yeah 

1B: Otherwise that's just unfair marketing. So they can't just do it for Kellogg’s 
and then and then not do it for their own, so that people go for theirs 

Well that’s a good point. What do you think would happen if that was 
legally enforced in supermarkets, and they had to show the amount of 
sugar? 

1D: Then the sales of really high sugar products would massively go down  

1B: Plummet 

1C: But I, I reckon that people of a, a lower class, or lower socio-economic 
class, would still go for the high sugar cereals. Because they wouldn't really 
care about their health. They just would, they would care about something that 
maybe would be cheaper. A cheaper product or 

1D: (Interrupts) Yes, yes and no 

1C: Something that's gonna keep their kids quiet, or 

1B: Possibly, but on the whole I still think, ya know, they would go down quite a 
bit 

1C: Yeah 

1C: Yeah, I think the sales would go down quite a bit, but I think we'd see 
certain, a certain class divide. I know we see, we see it as it is, but I think we'd 
see it even more so, where lower income families would be even 

1D: (Interrupts) my sister isn't classed as lower class by any, any manner of 
means and, and she's not uneducated. But, when it comes, oh she's got four 
kids. And when it comes to keeping the kids quiet, she's letting them eat 
something, it doesn't really matter what it is. So she gives the kids Coco Pops, 
when I wouldn't give my kids Coco Pops. But she gives them this, and I'd 
imagine, if she saw those bags of sugar hanging on a wall, and Coco Pops is all 
the way at the top of the list, it would really have an impact on her. She would 
visually just see how bad it actually is…  

1B: Yeah, sales of Corn Flakes go up, Frosties go down 

1D: Yeah 

What do you think the food industry would think about this? 
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1D: Well they'd have to adapt 

1B: Yeah, if it 

1D: (Interrupts) adapt or die 

1B: If it was legally enforced then they'd probably try and reduce the amount of 
sugar that they put in 

1D: Yeah 

1B: Or go for artificial sweeteners 

1D: Yeah 

1B: Because I think they would plummet 

1A: (Interrupts) But why would they not do that anyway? Why, why aren't they 
doing that? 

1C: Cause it's cheaper to manufacture 

1D: And, everything's blue (laughs) 

1B: Yeah 

1D: Blue 

1C: It's cheaper to manufacture with sugar than it is with artificial sweeteners 

1B: Yeah cause it, it means that they can also put on huge, huge signs all 
saying no, no artificial flavours or colours or whatever 

1A: But they don't mention about sugar 

1B: No, because 

1D: (Interrupts) this blue is very inoffensive isn't it? That's a really good strategy 
this is 

1C: Hmm (In agreement) 

1B: But if they had, if that had to put on about the amount of, the amount of 
sugar, then suddenly they'd take off those big signs saying no artificial  sugars 
or sweeteners, take out the sugar and put in sweetener 

1D: Sweetener is all right 

1C: And then say no sugar (laughs) 

1B: Huh? 

1D; Sweetener is all right 

1B: Yeah, but, I think people would rather have, people would rather go for the 
artificial things than go for sugar 
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1D: Yeah 

1B: Whereas now they don't mind putting sugar in because then they can have 
huge banners saying nothing artificial 

1D: Yeah 

Right we've got a little portion size thing for you to do  

 (Bowls are handed out and participants discuss what might happen) 

Pour me out what you would have  

1C: What, on a typical day, or when I'm starving, or 

Just on average, an average day 

1D: I'm gonna eat these after, see what they taste like 

Oh I've gone overboard, take some of yours out. Take some of yours out of that 
first.  

1A: How much? 

1D: That’s probably, there, that's probably right 

1C: You want more now? 

1D: I don't, I don't 

1A: (1D), you eat that much 

1C: (Laughs) 

1D: No I don't, the bowl is really deep actually. That's probably more like it 

1B: (Laughs) 

1C: Yeah it is actually quite a deep bowl, but I guess it's a generic bowl isn't it, 
so 

1D: Now that's about right 

1B: Okay so 

1A: (1C) (laughs) (1C)'s got like... 

1D: She's still over, she's still over 30g there I reckon 

1B: She's still got half. She's got half the 

1D: I think you're gonna be about 38g 

1C: I reckon I'm over as well. But that what I, visually I’d want 

1B: yeah 
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(Participants discuss the taste of the Corn Flakes and liken them to the 
taste of communion wafers while researcher weighs out the contents of 
the bowls) 

Right, 35g for (1C), 50g for (1D), 60g for (1A), 80g for (1B) 

1D: Well that's good, that's going to be about right if a portion is 30g 

1C: No 

1D: Typically they could get away with probably my size portion 

1B: I'm having nearly three times the limit 

1C: I don't even still think… 

1D: I was going to eat them with milk and sugar but they're disgusting 

What would you give to a child? 

1A: I wouldn't give them these. They’re punishment 

 (Laughter in the room) 

1B: Wash your mouth out with cheap Corn Flakes 

1D: I would probably give about that much. Depends on the age. I'd give (A) 
that much, I'd give (R) less, he's three and a half 

1B: I'd probably 

 (Participants joke about using cheap Corn Flakes as a form of 
punishment) 

1D: I would give quite small portions to kids 

1C: Please can I have less 

1B: Probably about half that 

1D: And let them go back for seconds rather than having large portions all the 
time 

1A: Make them have it without milk. Without milk and nothing else, just eat them 
like this 

1D: If you're hungry you'll eat them 

(1A), (1C), what do you think? 

1C: The thing is with a child I'd want them to be a growing child. So I'd want 
them to eat 

1B: (Laughs) But you want them to grow upwards not outwards 

1C: Yeah (laughs) 
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1A: I'd probably put in a little bit less than I'd put in my bowl 

1C: Yeah so, I think maybe a bit, yeah, maybe a bit less. Maybe about 25g, so 

1D: 25g? (shocked) What size child? 

1B: What evil 

1C: Well if it's a, a primary school, a young primary school child 

1A: (Interrupts) one of them boxes is 30 

1C: Well 30 then, but I mean. Don't make me feel bad. I’ve not got a child, I’m 
not going to under feed them 

 (Laughter in the room) 

1D: Well I used to have 

1A: Starve them 

1D: Starve your child, but she wants them to have loads cause they're growing 

1A: Your child will be the one that sits in the playground at lunch begging 

1C: Yeah but they can have fruit on it as well. They don't just have to have 
cereal. They can have a bit of cereal and fruit on 

1D: Oh, cause you have time in the morning to prepare fresh fruit 

1C: You just get a banana and chop it up, easy 

1D: You still, you don't have time. You've got three kids 

1C: I always have time 

1A: No, you don't have time 

1C: I have time myself 

1A: Yeah, but you. Yeah, but time for yourself and three kids? 

1D: Dressing three kids and getting them ready to go out the door, and yourself 

1B: Including you, including you 

1C: I think chopping up, I think chopping up a banana would only take about a 
minute of my time 

1B: A minute?... 

1C: Less than that even 

1A: She should have, she should look after (L)'s kids for one day 

1D: Parents, parents generally are in a rush. So a parent is not going to weigh 
that out 
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1B: No 

1D: Right, especially a working parent. They're also not going to give the child 
different courses, like fruit and stuff. Real, realistically, they're gonna horse a 
load of cereal in a bowl, probably about (1B)'s amount cause they want the kid 
to eat loads. And then go about doing five other jobs, cause chances are with 
three kids they'll all be eating different ones. 'I don't like that one'. So you'll have 
to get another one out, and you have to make pancakes for another. 

1B: Cereals, yeah 

1A: And you won't let them pour themselves because they'd probably fill it right 
up to the brim like I used to do 

1B: Overflowing 

1A: And then put the milk on and you'd like, it was all spilling out   

1B: Well especially with Corn Flakes and it always hits that Corn Flake doesn't it 
and sprays all over the place 

1A: (Laughs) 

1D: So in real terms if you were like to be realistic 

1A: I'd probably give them about that 

1B: Yeah, I would aim for something about, around (1D)'s amount 

1D: Yeah, same. I depends on the age, I guess. (A)'s age probably yeah 

1B: Ideally, about that amount, but it will probably end up to be more like that 
amount, more like mine 

1D: It depends how quick, how much in a rush you are I guess 

1B: Yeah 

1C: I wouldn't weigh out my child's, but I'd weigh out my own. Like my child's I'd 
just look at it, and then. Or you could just say 'is that enough?' And if they say 
no then 

1A: No because they'd be like 'no'. They always want more, and then they won't 
eat it 

1B: More 

1C: Pour a bit more in. I guess with that you can afford for them not to eat it all 

1A: Can have a box a day 

1B: You would need a box a day 
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1D: Again it depends on the child though. Some are really good eaters and then 
others are terrible eaters so 

1C: You could get around it with fruit though can't you?... 

1A: (laughs) 

1D: She's not letting up with this one now is she? 

1C: My child is going to have fruit, I don't care 

1D: The thing is it has to have fruit, like, because kids have to have healthy 
lunch boxes nowadays anyway. Chances are you will have, it will be taking fruit  

(Participants discuss lunchbox regulations and how times have changed 
since they were young) 

So going back to fruit. Would you give any fruit at breakfast or would you 
just give cereal on it's own? 

1B: If they would eat it 

1D: Depends on, depends 

1C: That's it though. You could give them the fruit, but you'd try yeah 

1D: You'd try to yeah, you would try 

1A: You'd offer it yeah 

1B: If they'd eat it they're more than welcome to have it. But it's a child 

1C: Thing is if they don't, if they don't eat it you don't want to waste it as well. 
Especially every day if you're trying to give fruit and it’s quite, if you have ready 
prepared fruit as well it's quite expensive isn't it really? 

1B: If they're very fussy you'd rather give them something that they are going to 
eat 

1D: That they're guaranteed to eat 

1B: Rather than starve them 

1A: That seems to be what parents are more fussed about. Like if they, they've 
gotta pack their child off to school and it's playing up cause it won’t eat the 
cereal. They literally wanna give it something cause they don't wanna send it 
out with nothing, so even if it's anything they can get down the child. Whether 
it's toast of whatever, they're just gonna try and give them something so they're 
not 

 (General agreement) 

1D: (Interrupts) and that's why generally they let them pick out their own 
breakfast cereals, and don't care what, what's in it because 
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1B: (Interrupts) because they know they're gonna eat it 

1D: They want peace, and they want their child going to a school with a full 
belly  

1C: Especially though 

1B: (Interrupts) yeah, they don't want the child starving to death 

1C: If a child's like having a tantrum saying they want the cereal in the middle of 
the supermarket you're not going to be like 'okay no we're not going to have 
that’, and carry, carrying on with the tantrum 

1D: You wanna have these lovely bran flakes  

1A: Out of all foods, breakfast cereal is the most emotive with a child 

1B: Yes 

1A: And a child usually dictates what they have 

1C: Yeah 

1A: Because otherwise they will, they won’t eat it. It's the one thing that the 
parent doesn't have as much control over 

1D: It's true actually, yeah 

1B: They don't usually go crazy over Birds Eye or something do they? 

1A: No 

1C: Like, yeah, cause say if it's a chocolate bar, and the child wants that, you'd 
be like 'no, sorry you can't have that, it's bad for you.' But if it’s cereal you're not 
necessarily gonna say 'no sorry you can't have that it's bad for you', you're 
gonna be like 'okay yeah you can have that' 

1B: It's not as bad for you as the chocolate bar you just picked up so 

1C: Yeah 

1D: Yeah 

1A: But morning is the time when most people are very rushed and very busy, 
so if they, they're just gonna want to get something that the child will eat, they're 
guaranteed to eat 

  (General agreement) 

I think that's it.... So we have covered how you choose your breakfast 
cereal, advertising to children, packaging, health messages, ingredients, 
nutritional information, portion size, cartoons, busy mornings, artificial 
sweeteners, chocolate. Have we missed anything? 
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1A: Who makes Weetabix? 

1D: Nestle is it? 

1B: Weetabix? 

1A: Ah 

1B: Weetabix are Weetabix 

1A: Cause I was gonna say out of, in terms of brands, the cereal market isn't 
really that saturated, in terms of brands. The leading brand is Kellogg’s 

1B: Yeah 

1C: Yeah, yeah 

1A: You've got Weetabix, you've got a few that are actually, Weetabix is known 
for Weetabix, like they just have like the pretty much just have the one product. 

1C: Yeah 

1A: But, other than that you, each supermarket or whatever has their own  

 (Conversation veers to chocolate) 

END 

Focus Group 2 

Starting off let's go round the table. All say your name, just for the 
purpose of the recording so that I can recognise your voice, and your 
favourite breakfast cereal. 

 (Participants introduce themselves) 

Right, so we're not going to go around the table any more so just jump in 
the conversation whenever you want. So tell me what you look for when 
you're choosing your breakfast in the supermarket 

2A: If it's on offer 

 (Laugher in the room) 

2B: …I avoid dried fruit because I know there is loads of sugar in dried fruit 
mostly. So if even if it's muesli, muesli, you will just get the sugar mostly from 
the dried fruit. I, even if I can buy it I pick them out. So, but yeah it's mostly that 
section I think I look at, I never look at this type of section (children's cereals)  

2C: I look at sugar and fat information  

2D: I don't look at anything. I'll pick it up if I want it 

2A: (Interrupts) if it looks good? 
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2D: Yeah 

What makes you want a breakfast cereal? What appeals to you? 

2D: Just the flavour. I, I don't really buy a lot of different cereal, I usually just 
have, buy, Cheerios. Stick to what I know I like 

So does anyone ever come across any difficulties when they're trying to 
make a choice in the supermarket? 

2B: I think sometimes when you look at the sugar in grams you don't really, 
exactly sure how much sugar is there. You know, how much actually sugar you 
are consuming, how much spoonfuls is in a gram. I know but it's not clear. The 
same with salt isn't it? We don't really know how much salt you are allowed 
daily kind of thing. 

 (Group is interrupted for a few seconds) 

So you find it hard to understand the information? 

2B: Well, because, if I tried to understand this it wouldn't tell me anything 
because, 11g of sugar 

2A: Will you please answer 

2B: What's 12%? 12% is not daily allowance of 11g. I'm pretty sure that 11g is 
close to, you know like maybe as a woman you are consuming two and a half 
thousand calories, maybe 22, 20 grams of sugar is the maximum per day? So 
what's 12% we need? Dunno. And also how much is 30g? You’re allowed to eat 

2C: (Interrupts) that’s 

2B: You know, out of this. I don't really know how much 30g 

2C: That's the thing, I'm sure I probably eat more like 60g so I could look at 
something and think ah yeah you know, based on the 30 grams information that 
sounds great, but I, I've never weighed it (laughs) I think sometimes you see 
headlines like low sugar or healthy because it's wholegrain or whatever, and it 
doesn't, you have to properly study the box to see what the breakdown is, and 
whether it's actually healthy or not 

2A: Hmm (in agreement) 

(2A, 2D) what do you think about the nutritional information? Do you think 
that it's easy to understand? 

2D: If I looked at it, yes. (Looks at box) Yes 

2A: I probably look at it a little bit more because if I'm on a diet then I'll scrutinise 
the, what it says. But if I was just looking at it, I wouldn't mean much. But 
because I'm, probably in putting it in, I don't know, a calculator or whatever, 
then it makes sense, the outcome. If that makes sense, yeah? 
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2D: It is good that it's on the front of the box, because you don't have to kind of 
turn it over and you can just see like, oh yeah this is all the information. But 
yeah like (2C) said. It's whether you have 30g as a portion or not 

 (General agreement) 

2C: I do like it when they have the traffic light system, but, just cause then you 
can scan shelves really quickly and see 

What do you think about the Kellogg’s traffic light system? 

2C: The what? 

The Kellogg’s traffic light system. Like this one, where it's blue 

2A: I wasn't aware of that (laughs). Did you know? 

2C: Yeah, I mean it, it is sort of helpful but it takes a bit 

2D: (Interrupts) longer to look at 

2C: Yeah, cause you kind of think, oh that sounds high. But then you think well 
it depends how many meals I have today. That might be okay (laughs)    

(2A) you mentioned health consciousness. What would you look for? If 
you were being health conscious 

2A: The, I don’t look at the cereal, saturated fats? And sugars? Come on (2B). 
But the red obviously means it's high in the bad stuff doesn't it, and yeah 

2B: But it's blue 

2A: I don't know what the blue is, I've never seen blue before 

2B: Yeah, I don't 

2D: (Interrupts) yeah, it's not helpful that it's all the same colour. 

2B: Hm? 

2D: It's not helpful that it's all the same colour 

2A: Yeah 

And out of all the information on the packaging, what would you actually 
look at? Like you have got the messages on the front, traffic lights, the 
labels on the side 

2B: I usually look at the back. What, I don't know. I tend to ignore this, always 
(traffic light information). I usually just look at the back. I dunno why, maybe it's 
just that colouring scheme or whatever, it doesn't say anything to me. Cause I 
don't, it doesn't, I know red would be probably danger but the rest of the colours 
I have no idea what they mean. What is it like, allowed or decent portions of 
sugar? I dunno. But I tend to look at the back. I tend to look at, if you say that it 
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contains vitamins I like to know how much actually of daily dose it contains and 
how much it contains…  

What about everyone else? What would you look at? 

2C: I like to look at the information per 100g. So I can get a better idea like, 
what percentage fat it is. Because when it's only 30g you might think it's not that 
bad, but then you might see like oh actually that is like 30% sugar or whatever 

2B: Hmm, yeah (in agreement) 

2C: And you think hmm okay. And then as well you’re not sure with the 30g 
information sometimes they include milk in that. And then it'd be semi-skimmed 
milk and I use skimmed milk so it might not be actually as bad as it is 

2B: … 

2C: (Laughs) It depends how much time I have to spare if I actually want to read 
it all or not 

(2B) you mentioned vitamins.  

2B: Yeah 

Does anyone know what these vitamins are? 

2D: There's a lot of iron in cereal isn't there? It's about the only thing I know  

2C: Is there folic acid as well? 

2B: Vitamins B, D and calcium, well that 

2D: (Interrupts) well this doesn't list any vitamins. I don't know any vitamins… 

2B: That wouldn't even convince me there is like, like a trace amount of these 
vitamins in there. Probably is less than a trace to be honest with you. It says 
23%, what is it? Is it daily? Nutrient reference value, what does it even mean? 
Nutrient reference value 

2D (Laughs) … 

2B: Yeah, that's something which no one will understand. It's just coming up 
with. It doesn't say anything to me. It's a phrase which does not say anything. I 
doesn't mean that it's like what is it, 25? It's saying 25% of daily dose? It 
probably isn't. That's why it says nutrient reference value. So yeah, I don't 
understand this label at all. 

With the 30g serving, who would you think that was for? 

2A: Yeah is that for an adult or child? 
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2D: (Interrupts) I'd think it was for adults, but, because it doesn't say. Because it 
says underneath it, the percentages are of an adult's recommended intake. But, 
I dunno 

So what would you do when it came to children? 

2C: I dunno 

2D: Half it? 

2C: Yeah cause like this box is all decorated with Frozen stuff like it's targeted 
at children. But then there's not any information on the box about recommended 
portion size for children. It's just like ah 30 grams. And yeah, so all the 
percentages relate to adults. It's quite misleading. 

So what do you think about the ways that cereals are advertised to 
children? 

2D: Well they try and entice them 

2B: It's appealing how it's packaged isn't it? 

2D: (Interrupts) Putting Frozen on 

2C: Cause like this, what, what actually is the cereal? You know like it's in tiny 
letters at the bottom rice, wholegrain, oat and maize. All the kids are gonna see 
is Frozen cereal yeah yeah I want that cause it has a picture of people from 
Frozen on. And you can't even tell if they're gonna like it, I think 

And how do you think that children are affected by advertising. Not just 
on the boxes, TV 

2D: It's gonna make them want it. They’re gonna want the little monkey cereal. 
Cause they've seen him on TV 

2B: I think usually everywhere, it's not just TV. I think wherever you turn there is 
a trend in advertising and I think kids, kids are the easiest target for that so. 
They usually follow each other and wants to follow trends anyway so. Yeah, 
they are very easily influenced 

What do you think of that (Frosties with "Dad you're grrreat" on the front) 

2D: Like a Father's day cereal? 

How do you think that would influence people? 

2A: I don't understand what that's got anything to do with cereal (laughs)? 

2C: Except children with not much money to spend on a father's day present? 

 (Laughter in the room) 

2C: Just get a box of cereal 
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2B: Dad you're great like this tiger so you know 

2A: (Interrupts) is he in the box? 

2B: Like strong like a tiger 

 (Laughter in the room) 

Researcher: Okay, moving onto brands. We've got economy brands, we've 
got different brands, what would you buy? Would you go for a brand? An 
economy brand? A supermarket brand? 

2D: I go for a brand just because I know that the flavour's the same. I'm not 
very, I don't really explore with cereal. I don't really eat enough of it to try 
enough, so. I know that I like one so I buy it 

2A: It depends which one's got the most amount of goodness? Yeah 

2B: I think they're sometimes exactly the same. And you just, I think sometimes 
you stick to a brand because you think it tastes better. But you don't wanna try 
anything else. But they're not necessarily like plain stuff, they're usually similar 
in taste aren’t they? So I dunno, I've never looked at it… 

2A: But are they Frosties? With the name Dad? Yeah, that's a bit strange.  

 (Laughter in the room) 

2B: … 

2C: Yeah, I'm happy to try supermarket brands 

2A Yeah? 

2C: I'll try them. Maybe not like the really cheap ones, but like the average kind 
of middle supermarket own ones 

2B: (Interrupts) if you look that one is happy cause it's got 

2C: (Interrupts) yeah, like that, yeah 

2B: The value one's got, actually tells you low or medium, what the colours 
mean. When this one’s got just blue and you don't know what it means actually. 

2A: Oh 

2B: It actually explains better, the value one 

Do you associate different brands with anything in particular? 

2D: No 

2A: Weetabix sounds like is good for you doesn't it? All the wheat  

(laughter in the room) 
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What would you say were the main breakfast cereal brands? 

2C: Kellogg’s 

Nestle do quite a few don't they? 

 (General agreement) 

2B: Yeah, Kellogg’s are probably, Kellogg’s 

2C: Quakers 

What about the quality of brands compared to supermarket's own? 

2D: It’s like (2B) said it’s probably the same. They just charge more for the 
branded one 

2B: And you tend to think they taste better, loads of stuff 

2C: I know Kellogg’s always say they don't make for anyone else. But I don't 
know that that means that the other stuff's of any lower quality 

And going back to what (2A) and (2B) said about the healthiness of 
products. Now we have got some with statements on like vitamin D, iron, 
minerals, wholegrain, no artificial colours and flavourings. What do you 
think about products that don't have health messages? Do you think they 
are any different? 

2C: I think everyone's so keen these days to pretend that they're healthy that if 
there isn't some kind of token statement then that probably isn't a good sign. 

So would it affect your choice if it was a choice between a product with a 
message and without? 

2B: I don't have enough trust in what they put on it anyway. So I go with what I 
know most of the time. Not rely on these statements on the box.  

 (Pause in conversation) 

Who actually looks at the ingredients list on the box? 

2D: No 

2A: No, not on cereal 

2C: Just cause it doesn't really mean anything 

2A: I know the children I looked after once actually preferred the you know, not 
the main brand ones, the  

2D: Generic ones 

2C: Supermarket? 

2A: Yeah 
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So if you were to look at the ingredients what do you think of them? Like 
have a look at these 

2A: That one's not in English, is it? 

2D: Well, these haven't got a lot of ingredients. Which surprises me, I thought 
there'd be more ingredients than that 

2C: Yeah, I think 

2D: (Interrupts) but half of them are all like chemically sounding things anyway 

2C: It sounds good if there aren't as many ingredients, but I don't actually know 

2D: See, the Coco Pops, where it's got ingredients, it's got like a separate thing 
for vitamins and minerals. Well it lists a lot 

2B: They all do. It's, it's, I dunno 

2D: This one doesn't, it doesn't have anything 

2B: Which one is that? 

2D: Cheerios 

2A: There's no ingredients? 

2B: It doesn't have anything at all? 

2D: No, there's no vitamins and minerals in it 

2B: No 

What comes to mind when you think of cereals that are for children and 
cereals that are for adults? 

2C: Sugar (laughs) in the children's ones. I think they're often quite artificial 

Anyone else? 

2A: Adult ones can look quite boring 

2B: (Interrupts) I think they're more addictive, these type of things. Especially for 
children 

 (General agreement) 

What about that one? Would you call it an adult's or a child's cereal? 
(Crunchy Nut bites) 

2B: …It says grown-ups on… 

2A: Then you think is it nuts? Can children have nuts? 

2D: No 
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2B: I don't know 

2C: I'd say adult 

2A: Yeah 

2B: It wouldn't strike me as a kids’ thing. More like a teenage maybe, teenager 

You've got so many different variations these days. Like Coco Pops mini 
crocs, Crunchy Nut bites, and those Cheerios have tried to, have gone low 
sugar 

2B: Tasty and crunchy 

Do you go for these different variations? 

2D: Not really. Although, a free spoon, that'd entice me to buy something 

2B: (Laughs) so did I. Thought the same thing. Hmm free spoon 

2D: Yeah. And that's being completely honest. I mean, I'd buy them to get that 
free spoon. Yeah, personalised as well 

2C: And I think I like to try things if it says new, and sounds exciting. Cause 
often that means they'll be on special offer, so 

Are you likely to go for special offers? 

2A: Yep 

 (General agreement) 

2C: Well cereal can be quite expensive so it's exciting if they're on offer 

 (General agreement) 

2D: I think the thing with cereal is, because they're so big, if you're buying it and 
you don't like it you've gotta like an entire box of cereal then that you're just like 
oh well no one's gonna eat this. So I guess like the mini, cause they do mini 
packs don't they, like Variety packs. I guess they're quite good for things like 
that  

2B: Hmm (In agreement) 

Everyone agree? 

2B: Yep 

 (Pause in conversation) 

And what do you think about the price? 

2B: How much are they? 

2A: I think they're quite expensive aren't they? Cereal 
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2C: I think so    

2B: Are they? 

2C: I think if you were just having 30g a day then it would be all right cause it 
would last a long time. But because I don't then they’re quite expensive 

2B: I mean that doesn't fill you up so you have to eat like a proper bowl of 
cereal 

2C: Yeah 

2B: Of this every morning, to full, filler, fuller you, don't you? It's not something 
which is going to stay in your stomach for a long time. So how many, so how 
long can you buy a box like that? How long does it last you? 

2D: I literally, I just have it on like Saturday morning, cereal. So, prob, like, a 
couple months it lasts me 

2B: Okay 

2D: But if you're having it every day it'd probably only last like a week and a bit 
maybe? 

Does anybody measure their cereal? 

2D: No 

2C: I did think about it once. But then I thought it'd be a bit depressing 

 (Laughter in the room) 

How do you decide what you're gonna have? How much? What influences 
you? 

2D: It depends how hungry I am. How full the bowl gets 

2C: Yeah, and sometimes I'd mix a few cereals so then 

2D: Oh look at (2C) 

 (Laughter in the room) 

2D: Adventurous 

2C: Probably about 30g of each, so 

Cause they can be a bit repetitive, or you know, a bit dry. Yeah, you know 

We're going to do a bit of a test 

(Researcher passes out bowls and participants discuss the bowls 
between themselves) 
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2D: You're gonna ask us to pour 30g now aren't ya? And we're not gonna have 
a clue 

Pour out what you'd normally give yourself 

2B: Okay 

2D: What we'd normally give ourselves? 

2B: That much? 

2A: (2B)’s bowl isn't big enough 

2B: Huh? 

2A: Your bowl isn't big enough 

 (Participants discuss the bowls and the corn flakes) 

2D: See I don't judge it until I pour the milk in, and then I'm like yeah 

2A: Put more in don't ya? 

2D: Good quantity 

2B: (2A)'s lying 

2A: I think I probably am actually. Shall I? Let's put some more in 

2D: She's put like two corn flakes in 

2B: I mean, you would be starving in two minutes if you would eat just that 
wouldn't you?  

2D: I know 

2A: A bit more in 

2D: Oh dear 

2A: Yeah, that's a decent amount 

So do you think the shape of the bowl affects how much you have? 

(Participants all agree) 

 (Participants chat while pouring out their portions) 

You can have a taste of it if you want. What do you think of this, Smart 
Price Corn Flakes? 

 (Participants discuss the taste of the Corn Flakes) 

2D: I think if I was served that I'd put sugar on them. Personally. They don't 
really taste of anything 

Does anyone else put sugar on their cereal? 
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2A: No 

2C: No 

2D: I would if I was having those 

2B: I put honey sometimes 

2C: Yeah, I think these taste like normal Corn Flakes 

2A: I put syrup in my porridge 

2D: Yeah, I put syrup in my porridge 

So, the general consensus is just to pour it in a bowl. If you were to work 
out using the box, what a portion was for an adult or a child, do you think 
you would have any difficulty? 

2D: What, trying to pour out 30g with no 

2A: Is it with or without milk, the 30g? 

2B: I wouldn't have idea at all 

2D: (Interrupts) I suppose you would just have to just judge from what the full 
pack size is and then just be like right what's like a fifth of that or whatever? 

2C: Oh yeah, it says 

2B: (Interrupts) and this doesn't specify is it with milk, or without, or is it for a 
child, or an adult 

2C: This one does at least say that there are 11 30g servings in the box, so you 
know, you're aiming for an 11th. Which isn't that easy to calculate 

 (Laughter in the room) 

2B: Doesn't make sense 

2A: I'd measure out the 30g, but is it for an adult of a child? Don't know 

2D: Oh yeah, this one says 30g with 125ml of milk 

2A: Oh right 

2B: Well then you don't know if it's for per adult or. You'd think it means per 
adult  

2C: Yeah 

2B: So we wouldn't know how much to give to a child. 

I don't think any of them put any of this information on for. It's better for a person 
to know so they can just use the box within three days or whatever 

2A: Yeah, buy some more 
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2B: Then buy a new one. Thinking oh I'm following the guidance and put, 
putting like, measuring out 30g and it turns out you're feeding the kid an adult 
portion of sugar and everything else 

So you talk about sugar. Do you think children's cereals are generally 
quite sugary? 

2D: Yeah, I think so 

2B: It's one of the worst foods 

2D: Yeah. Cause I think most kids are quite picky aren't they? And it's hard 
enough to get them to eat anything. And if they don't like it 

2C: Hmm (in agreement). I know, cause a lot of kids don't like having breakfast 
too so... Parents might bribe them a bit with something kind of sugary 

Okay, I think that's it. Has anyone got anything else to say about breakfast 
cereals? 

2D: No 

So, what have we talked about? Nutritional information, ingredients, 
sugar, advertising to children, brands, packaging, supermarkets. Have I 
missed anything? 

2A: Price. We said price didn't we 

Price, yep. Okay, so does anyone have any questions?   

 (Talk moves onto what the researcher has for breakfast) 

2B: So what's that think I was looking at on the label, what does it mean? 
Nutritional whatever. Something value 

2C: Which label? 

2B: The one we were looking at earlier. The one we didn't understand 

2D: That one 

2B: That. Nutrient reference value 

2D: Yeah, I've never even heard of that 

 (researcher briefly explains the information) 

2B: Yeah. I couldn't believe that they don't include this in there. For a portion 

2D: I'm quite shocked that this doesn't have any vitamins in it 

2C: That's really weird when it's such a big family brand, isn't it? 

2D: Yeah. I thought, I always thought like oh yeah I'll have some cereal and it's 
like you know, iron 
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2C: Yeah 

2D: There's no iron in it 

2C: I thought it was actually like a thing, like 

2D: (Interrupts) Unless one of those fancy words also means iron 

2C: None of them sound like it do they? 

2D: No 

2C: I actually thought it was like a thing that they had to have additional 
nutrients in cereals 

2D: I did 

 (Talk moves to soggy cereal and school memories) 

END 

Focus group 3 

Let’s start with an easy question. Tell us your child’s age and their 
favourite breakfast cereal 

 (Participants introduce their children) 

Okay, so how do you decide what breakfast cereal to choose in the 
supermarket? 

3A: I ask my child as half the time if I pick I will get it wrong 

3B: He doesn’t really like any others apart from Coco Pops so it’s not a hard 
decision 

3C: Just what I liked to eat as a child he has the same 

3D: I normally let (H) choose unless it's too sugary then I guide her to 
something else 

(Participant jokes that they said the wrong cereal as their child’s 
favourite) 

Okay, so your children have quite a bit of influence over your choice? 
What influences them?  

3D: What influences her is the picture on the cover I think 

3B: Sugar and chocolate taste 

3A: He's had Weetabix from a young age so think he's always had a taste for 
them so sticks with it 

3C: Chocolate taste 
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3B: He doesn’t like milk either so these taste ok without milk  

Would you say they are influenced by advertising at all?  

3B: No not really 

3A: Occasionally he would look at other cereals and we buy them but after one 
bowlful he's not interested 

3C: Yes, if the box was Minion or Frozen he would pick that one regardless of 
what was in the box 

3A: (Thumbs up in agreement) 

3D: She last picked Kellogg's Frozen (she’s) definitely influenced by advertising 

3B: Don’t take him food shopping 

3C: (Laughs) 

3B: He throws stuff in trolley that we don’t need 

So when you are shopping if it was the choice between an economy, 
supermarket or branded version which would you choose and why? 

3B: Probably supermarket unless brand is on offer 

3D: I would try and buy supermarket brand as they all taste the same just a 
cheaper looking packaging 

3C: Branded because we know he likes the taste of them and not tried others 

3A: Branded as I know my child would prefer it and would know if it wasn't the 
branded 

What do you think about the difference in quality between cereals that are 
branded and ones that aren’t? 

3A: We've never tried unbranded so I wouldn't know 

3C: Less taste 

3D: I don't think there is a difference in quality the supermarket brand taste just 
as nice as branded 

3B: Some cereals are ok that are supermarket and some def have to be brand, 
just a case of trying them 

3A: But I’d say less taste and not as good 

Would you choose the same cereal for yourself as your child? 

3C: Yes 

3B: Sometimes I eat what he has but also have stuff in that I like 
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3C: Same 

3D: I try to choose the same cereal so that we don't have lots of boxes in the 
cupboard that then go out of date 

3A: Don't eat cereal 

So the general consensus is for your children you would choose one (a 
breakfast cereal) for taste. Would that be the same for the cereal you buy 
for yourself? 

3B: Taste, yes 

3C: Yes 

3D: Taste has to be the main reason 

3A: Yes if I bought it 

What would you describe as an adults’ cereal and a children’s cereal? 

3A: Adults’ cereal Weetabix, myself. Children's cereal Coco Pops, Rice Krispies 

3B: Children’s is chocolate and sugary and adults’, muesli, Corn Flakes, 
probably less sugar ones 

3C: Adults, granola, Weetabix, porridge. Children, Coco Pops, Frosties, etc. 

3D: Adult, Weetabix, Shreddies, Shredded Wheat. Kids, Coco Pops, Rice 
Krispies, anything sugary 

 (Conversation is interrupted) 

And why do you think they make children’s cereals sugary? 

3B: Cause most kids want sugary snacks and foods 

3D: Taste, no child likes bland food 

3C: Taste really 

3A: Taste better so kids eat them 

What do you think about the difference in price between children’s and 
adults’ cereal? 

3A: Never really noticed to be honest 

3C: Adults are sometimes more expensive 

3D: Don't think there's much in it mainly pay for brand I think 

3B: Not really noticed, think they are all expensive 

3C: Or adults are sometimes in smaller amounts than big boxes for the kids 
which can be cheap 
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And back onto brand, when you think of different brands what comes to 
mind? 

3B: Kellogg’s 

3C: Kellogg’s, Nestle 

3D: Kellogg’s 

3C: (Laughs) Jordans 

3B: What’s that? 

3A: Kellogg’s, Nestle 

3C:  Quaker Oats. I'll bring some for you to try tomorrow (Laughs). Like granola 
with almonds and raisins 

3B: Okay 

How much does brand matter to you? 

3A: Quite a lot 

3C: A lot really 

3B: Not a lot as long as taste good and not a silly price 

3D: Doesn't bother me, it's the same thing in the box 

So (3C) and (3A) tell me more. Why does it matter to you? 

3A: Cause I know if it isn't branded then my child won't eat it, and the taste 
won't be as good 

3C: Just because I know the taste and not tried the others. So I buy what I know 
we will like 

Okay. And before we move on, (3A), earlier you said you let your child 
choose in case you make a wrong choice. What would you describe as a 
wrong choice? 

3A: Something he doesn't like. My child is rather fussy when comes to cereal 

Okay, moving onto the information on the box. Out of all of the 
information on there, what do you look at? You can refer to the packaging 
if you like 

3A: Just the pictures (laughs) 

3C: Same 

3B: Bit set in our ways with cereal so buy what I know we like, but do weigh up 
the prices 
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3D: I sometimes look for sugar content but then get over ruled by (H) 

And what is she usually influenced by? 

3C: Yeah if the traffic light system on some of the boxes have got any red I 
would think twice, but usually end up buying it anyway cause they like it 

3D: What’s on the packaging. So the last lot we bought was the Frozen cereal 
but then at home she'll choose the Shreddies that (J) bought 

So what does everyone think about the traffic light labels on the front? 

3C: It's a good thing, but sometimes they are not colour coded and are in blue 
so then not got a clue how much is usually the right amount to have without 
weighing each bowl 

3B: Can’t say I’ve ever read them 

3D: I think it's a good idea. Too much red shows me that it's food I should avoid 
buying 

3C: Yeah I agree (3D) 

3B: Can’t see much without specs 

 (Laughter from other participants) 

Don’t really pay attention to that on cereals 

What do you think (3A)? 

3A: No can’t say I've ever really read them!  

(Conversation drifts) 

Is anyone affected by messages like ‘vitamin D’ or ‘wholegrain’ and such? 

 (All participants disagree) 

Would you look at the ingredients or the vitamins and minerals that are 
included? 

 (All participants disagree) 

3A: Not sure there is enough goodness in any of them to make a difference 

Okay. Do you think they are easy to understand if you look now? 

3C: Not really. Quite confusing 

3B: Too much info to get through when you are shopping 

3D: I agree with (3B) 

What do you think is confusing (3C)? 
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3A: It’s bad enough going food shopping without having to stop in an aisle and 
read through things 

3C: Well they don't mean for example the sugar intake is for all the box. It says 
per grams so unless you was to weigh each portion it can get a bit confusing 

And would anyone weigh a portion? 

 (All participants disagree) 

3D: No, it's just case of how much can go in a bowl 

How would you decide how much to give? 

3B: A bowl full 

3D: Same 

3A: With Weetabix he tells me how many 

3C: Full bowl for us, small for him 

3B: Greedy (laughs) 

How easy do you think it is to work out from the box how much to give? 

3B: Not easy at all 

Tell me more (3B) 

3C: Not at all, unless you have scales 

3A: Yeah, you have to weigh 

3D: Well on the one I'm looking at, easy as it tells me 30g is a "yummy serving". 
So then I'd have to weigh out 30g 

How would you know what’s for an adult and what’s for a child? 

3B: Don’t really want to be doing maths when all I want is a bowl of cereal. 
Maths is not really a strong point 

3A: I wouldn't. I would just put in the bowl what he wants and then what I want if 
I had cereal 

3C: I agree 

3D: Can't. It just gives the total per 30g serving so it's the same for both 

3C: I bet a normal portion we pour is well more than 30g 

3D: Okay, so looking further it's for an adult so you'd have to guess for a child 

 (Unrelated conversation) 
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3A: I can't be doing with getting the scales out and weighing out portions! 
Mornings are rushed as they are without adding things in 

Does everyone agree? 

 (Participants all agree) 

3D: Yes but too be honest (H) rarely eats breakfast. She has to be awake for an 
hour before thinking about eating anything and when she's at breakfast club it's 
normally yoghurt or fruit she chooses 

So it can be a struggle getting your child to eat in the morning? 

3B: Yeah, can be 

3C: As soon as (J’s) up he's always hungry (laughs) 

3A: Yeah sometimes I have to rush and keep reminding him to eat otherwise he 
can go without breakfast! (H's) not really that bothered! 

3D: Yeah during the school days. Weekends she'll eat but only when she's 
hungry 

Wrapping it up guys, I don’t want to keep you much longer 

The general feeling is that taste is the most important, and getting 
something that you know your child will eat, is that right? 

 (All participants agree) 

Anyone got any comments on that at all? 

3D: Not always. I buy stuff that (H) has never had sometimes because it's better 
than what she chooses. So I buy Weetabix and she likes it but always chooses 
the kid looking ranges 

Okay so I think that’s the end of the session. Does anyone have anything 
to add? 

 (Talk moves on to participants craving cereal now) 

END 

Focus Group 4 

Okay, starting off we will go round the circle. Just introduce yourself for 
the tape so I can recognise your voice, and tell us the name of your child 
and their favourite breakfast cereal 

(Laughter in the room) 

(Participants introduce themselves and their children) 
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Okay great. Now we're not going around the circle anymore, so just sort of 
jump in whenever you want. Just tell me about how you decide what 
cereal you're gonna pick when you're in the supermarket 

4A: Price 

4B: Yeah 

(Laughter in the room) 

4A: Whatever's cheapest 

4B: Yeah cause you are, you can have like Rice Krispies with the brand, but 
you can also find like a cheaper version of the  

4A: (Interrupts) Yeah, the own brand 

4B: Yeah. If you go to like Aldi or Lidl there's always a cheaper version 

4A: The kids know when it's not the same though 

4B: (Laughs) 

4C: Put it in a different box, it’s fine 

(Laughter in the room) 

4D: Just print out the boxes at home 

4C: It does work 

4B: If it. It's usually on price or it's usually just what they want 

4D: Yeah. Yeah cause they, they'll just moan if it's not right, the one that they 
like   

4B: yeah 

4A: Or what's on offer 

(All participants agree) 

4B: Depends how fussy they are, if you can get away with not getting them what 
they like 

4A: Yeah 

A knowing look. I'm fussy 

4C: Oh, you're fussy 

4A: Oh I'm fussy 

4B: Oh, you're fussy? 

4D: ... 
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So how much influence do you think the child has over your choice? 

4A: It depends if they're at the supermarket or not 

(All participants agree) 

4C: If they're, if they're at the supermarket they pretty much get to choose what 
they want I guess. Cause they see it on the shelf 

4A: And the boxes are colourful 

4B: It depends, and if you get a free toy as well. I don't, do you get free toys 
anymore? 

4D: Yeah, you used to 

4A: You used to 

4B: Yeah   

4A: Some of them do like send off coupons for stuff now 

4B: (Interrupts) swimming, or like swimming 

Yeah they've kind of changed from having a toy in it to like a gift or swim, like 
vouchers for swimming or something 

4A: (Interrupts) that you send off for 

4B: Yeah 

Like that one there 

4B: Yeah. Grown-ups go free, yeah 

(Laughter in the room) 

4D: So now grown-ups are gonna buy that 

4B: Well yeah 

4D: (Laughs) 

4C: If they're a child 

(Laughter in the room) 

4B: No, it does depend whether they're there or not. Cause if they're not there 
then you can choose anyway 

4A: Cause they don't have to look at the box, you can just put it in the bowl and 
give it to them 

4B: Yeah 

And you talked about brand. How much does brand matter to you? 
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4B: I don't think it matters as much as you get older 

4A: No, I'll buy the ALDI own brand 

4D: (Interrupts) I don't think it matters to us, but to the kids it does 

4B: Yeah, I think probably to your kid it does, but to you, when you get older, I 
don't think it matters 

4A: No (in agreement). I'll buy ALDI's own brand over say Kellogg’s 

4B: Yeah 

4A: Because it doesn't matter, it's the same  

4B: Yeah you do find it's the same taste, but when you're a kid it's not 

4A: No (in agreement) (laughs) 

4B: It's not the same 

4C: Kids like what they see on TV though 

(All participants agree) 

So they see adverts for the branded stuff and the recognise the box in the shop, 
and that's what they want because they've seen it on TV with the cartoon 
characters jumping about and 

4A: Yeah 

4B: (Interrupts) But now you see like. I don't remember when I was younger 
seeing like ALDI or Lidl, and now they do adverts now where they like test it 
against a brand  

4A: Yeah 

4D: Yeah 

4B: And then they're like people prefer our brand, it tastes better 

4C: Yeah but, a kid watching that, they don't care  

4B: Hmm (not sure) 

4A: (Interrupts) it depends if it's got an animal 

4C: It doesn't grab their attention really, does it? 

4B: But they're not buying it, we're buying it 

4C: Yeah but when, if they're going with you 

4B: Yeah 

4C: They see the box, and they recognise it, and that's the one they want, and 
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4B: It depends now strict you are, "NO!" 

(Laughter in the room) 

So if it was the choice between a Smart Price version, a supermarket 
version, or a brand like Kellogg’s, which one would you pick? 

4B: I don't think I'd go for the, the very cheap one. I'd feel a bit stingy going for 
that one 

(Laughter in the room) 

4A: I don't mind going for the cheaper ones. Only on certain. I don't know, like 
Rice Krispies and Corn Flakes I don't mind 

4B: Yeah 

4A: But then when you start going up the cereal chain, like Crunchy Nut 

4B: No (in agreement) 

4A: Have like the fancy ones with, like this one, with the nuts and caramel bites 

4B: Yeah  

4A: I think you'd have to buy a brand one 

4B: Yeah 

4D: I suppose so 

4B: I do think, I don't know. I think for me, I just wouldn't buy the cheap one. I 
think I'd be a bit embarrassed by it 

(Laughter in the room) 

4B: Buying the really cheap one, so I'd probably go for the middle one 

4D: Or hide it, put a towel over it 

4B: Yeah 

(Laughter in the room) 

4B: I'd feel like people thought I couldn't afford it 

(Laughter in the room) 

To buy like, a more expensive one 

I think it does come down to that. Cause sometimes like, you don't want to buy 
the cheap one cause there is still of a, like a stigma 

4A: Yeah 

4B: You don't want to seem like you've not got any money 
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4A: Yeah 

When I'm making Rice Krispy cakes I always buy the cheap ones 

4B: Yeah 

4D: Hmm (in agreement) 

And what do you think about the difference in quality? 

4A: I don't think there is any difference 

4B: Not really, no 

4C: It depends on the cereal 

4D: There might be. Yeah, there might be 

4C: Some of it's noticeable, some of it's not 

4A: No (in agreement) 

4B: Yeah it depends, cause you. Your cheap like, your more fancy ones that 
have got like granola or stuff like that, I don't think you'd go. I think you're losing 
like quality the cheaper you go  

4A: Yeah 

4B: But like your usual kids ones, I don't think there's much change when you, 
in price really 

4A: No (in agreement) 

4B: Like your Coco Pops and stuff. If they've got chocolate on, kids are gonna 
eat it aren't they? 

4C: Yeah 

4A: Yeah 

I think there's a difference in adults’ cereals, but not so much in kids’ cereals 

4B: Yeah 

(4C) you talked about TV advertising, and there's there stuff on the boxes 
as well. What do you think about the way that cereals are advertised to 
children? 

4C: Well I think it's aimed very much at making them recognise the brand, so 
that they can kick off when it's not the brand that they recognise. Like I said, 
they've always got recognisable cartoon characters on the front that the kids 
know, and they see them, and they get excited about them because it's what 
they've seen, so  

4B: But that's usually your like, your ones that are absolutely filled with sugar 
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4D: Yeah 

4B: Like your healthier ones, like kids can eat, could eat Weetabix, but you 
never really, you don't really see Weetabix advertised for children 

(All participants agree) 

4C: It's all you chocolate ones and 

4D: (Interrupts) Coco Pops so much, all the time 

4B: Yeah, Coco Pops, Rice Krispies, all them 

4A: Yeah 

4B: They're like, they're aimed at children 

4A: And they've got animals. They've all go animals  

4B: Yeah 

4A: Like the Coco Pops monkey, the Tony the Tiger on the Frosties 

4B: Yeah 

4D: Yeah 

So what would you say is the difference between an adult's cereal and a 
child's cereal? 

4A: Health 

4B: I do think adult ones are more healthier 

4D: Yeah 

4A: I think even the design of the box. Usually adult's cereal is very plain 

4B: Yeah 

4A: Whereas there's always a cartoon character or something on the box 

4B: Yeah 

4D: A lot of like adult cereals are like in like a pack as well 

4B: Yeah 

4D: It's not even in a box any more, it's like a pack 

4B: It's not in like a cardboard box, yeah   

You mentioned health. Tell me a bit more about that. Why do you think 
that is?  
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4B: I don't think kids would. I think it comes down to like kids wouldn't eat. They 
like, they prefer chocolate, so if you say like oh here's your breakfast and it's got 
like buts of fruit in it, that's just not gonna appeal to children at all 

4A: No, they like things that look good as well as taste 

4B: Yeah 

4A: So if it's in the shape of a star it's better than like  

4B: (Interrupts) a lump 

4C: (Interrupts) Yeah, just a lump, yeah 

4A: Your bowl of Alpen that you have that looks like mush 

(Laughter in the room) 

4B: Obviously adults are more conscious as well. Like as a child you don't think 
about how much sugar's in anything. Whereas as you get older, you realise that 
you've got to start looking at that stuff. You just like rely on your parents really, 
to buy your cereal. Whereas as you get older you realise you've got to actually 
look what's in that cereal 

4A: Yeah 

4B: For yourself 

4A: Well, when you're an adult you'll try something blind 

4B: Yeah 

4A: Whereas children eat with their eyes first, I think 

4B: Yeah 

4A: So, I might say I know that's good for me so at least I'll try it 

4B: Yeah 

4A: And if it tastes good after that then that's okay. But children will just look at it 
and say no that looks nasty 

4B: Yeah 

I think adults are more likely to try different things as well.  

4A: Hmm (in agreement) 

4B: Like, if you don't like one cereal then you can go and pick something else. 
Whereas, I think children like to stick to what they know 

(All participants agree) 

4A: They kind of like broad everything as the same  
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4B: Yeah 

4A: They've tried that, and then all the others are gonna be terrible too 

4B: Yeah 

And what do you think about the difference in price? Between adults’ and 
child's 

4B: Adult. Healthy cereals are ridiculous, in price 

4C: Yeah 

4A: So expensive 

4D: They're expensive, yeah 

4B: Yeah, like if you didn't. You're more prone, like if you've not got as much 
money, then you're more likely to buy like your Coco Pops, just because they're 
cheaper 

4A: Yeah 

4D: What's the one that we buy? That I like as well 

4B: Some Crunchy Nut thing 

4D: Yeah 

4B: That's got bits of chocolate in it though 

4D: Yeah, but it's still good 

(Laughter in the room) 

4D: It is like, almost like £3 for a pack 

4B: Yeah 

4A: Hmm (in agreement) 

4B: It is really, it puts you off eating healthy 

(All participants agree) 

4C: That's like my Alpen, it’s like £5 something for a bag of it 

(All participants agree) 

4A: (Interrupts) and it lasts him three days 

4C: And you know, you can go, you can go get a box of Coco Pops for £1 

4B: Yeah 

And especially if you've got kids then usually you've not got as much money so 
you're gonna buy the cheaper ones when you go shopping 
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(All participants agree) 

 
4B: You're not gonna try and like buy the expensive ones  

So back onto brands. What are the main brands that you think of when 
you think of breakfast cereal? 

(All participants agree on Kellogg’s) 

(Laughter in the room) 

4B: I'm like, can I think of any others? 

4A: Well we always go straight for the Kellogs stuff 

4C: Yeah 

4B: Well they make, do they not make the majority of them? 

4A: No cause, who makes Shredded Wheat? They, that’s not a Kellogg’s one, 
that’s 

4B: Nestle? 

4A: Nestle, yeah 

4D: Yeah 

And that's about it... 

4A: And then other than that it's all like own brand stuff 

4B: Who makes Weetabix? Weetabix? 

(Laughter in the room) 

4D: Weetabix makes Weetabix 

4A: Well you have, you have like your brand, and then like 

4B: (Interrupts) your own, yeah 

4A: Your supermarket own brand, and then your cheap supermarket own brand 

4B: Yeah 

4D: Yeah 

4A: Which are kind of all the same. Those two, I think 

4B: I think Kellogg’s is just the main one 

(All participants agree) 

That's literally the first thing that comes to mind as soon as you say cereal 
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4A: Yeah 

And they're all branching out now. We've got these different variations like 
Nestle are trying to make the Cheerios healthier, we've got Kellogg’s just 
Frozen cereal, and Weetabix Golden syrup. And these Crunchy Nut have 
gone into these bites things. What do you think about that, them 
expanding the range? Would you be likely to try these different ones?  

4A: I always stick with the basics. I like a basic cereal that just fills me up in the 
morning 

4B: I think if something's saying like oh it's low, lower in sugar, then you're more 
likely to think oh well I'll get that, to make yourself feel a bit better as well 

4C: (Laughs) 

4A: Yeah   

4B: For getting it. But then generally I don't know. Depends, depends what 
mood you're in 

4A: The thing with like the Frozen boxes, I don't, that's not. I don't even know 
how they make the connection to cereal. They just put those brands on 
everything to grab children 

4B: (Interrupts) yeah, they just. Cause they know, yeah. That's just an 
advertising thing in't it? Cause they know that if the kid sees that Frozen cereal, 
then they'll go for the Frozen cereal 

4A: Yeah 

4B: And then with the Weetabix, what did it have? Syrup? 

4C: Golden syrup 

4B: Cause they do like a banana flavour now don't they? 

4C: Yeah 

4D: Yeah, they do 

4B: They do like a strawberry flavour 

4C: They do the little bite ones as well 

4B: Yeah 

4C: Which, I do quite like them 

(Laughter in the room) 

4A: And usually. I mean cause in the past you just had your regular Weetabix, 
and you'd add it on yourself 
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4B: Yeah 

4A: And now like, making you pay more, to get the same thing. But you'll do it, 
because it's easier 

4B: And generally, what they're actually. What they're adding is just gonna 
make the cereal more unhealthy anyway. Weetabix isn't too bad is it? But then if 
you're adding syrup 

4C: (Laughs) 

4A: I think it's high in sugar, but it's high in fibre or something... 

4B: Yeah 

Right, so everyone grab a box, and tell me what you notice. Anything that 
reaches out to you 

4B: Is this for Father's Day? (Frosties) 

(Laughter in the room) 

Who would get their Dad that for Father's Day? 

4D: Dad, I've got some cereal for you 

4B: Yeah 

4D: Hope you enjoy it 

4B: Like, I think, have they all now got like the amount of calories and things on 
the bottom of them? 

4A: Yeah 

This one's also got a little picture of its oats 

(Laughter in the room) 

And its wheat 

4D: Well now they're trying to grow plants over here (laughs) 

4B: Or they're trying to make... 

4A: They've all got a bit of splashing milk haven't they? 

(All participants agree) 

(Laughter in the room) 

Whoever put's their cereal in like that 

4D: They like to make a mess 

4B: Obviously, they've all got bright colours, to try and catch your eye as well 
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I think on the front, they just. Even though they've had to put how much sugar 
and stuff's on the bottom, which isn't great, they've tried to balance that out by 
saying oh it's got vitamin D, B vitamins and iron 

4A: (Interrupts) yeah mine's got this whole grain guarantee  

4B: Yeah 

4D: (Interrupts) mine's got the exact same as well 

4A: It's all got like one health part that says that it's really good for you 

4B: Yeah 

4D: They also say like, you know on the bottom where they put like how much 
fat and stuff there is 

4B: Yeah 

4D: They only put a very small portion to it 

4B: Yeah 

4D: So it looks good 

4B: I know. I don't know how much 30g is 

4D: Like 30g is nothing 

4C: Yeah 

4A: This says 10 servings, but I imagine it would probably only give me about 
five or six 

4B: Yeah 

(Laughter in the room) 

4C: Or about three 

(Laughter in the room) 

4A: Yeah, your bowls would be about three 

4B: On all the box do you want us to look, or just the front? Anywhere? 

Yeah, it's 16 servings from this box (Frosties) 

4A: 16 servings? (surprised) 

4B: I know 

4A: How many tiny portions is that for? 
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They've all got. They all have. Well this box especially has a big focus on its 
health benefits (Cheerios). And it's advertised to adults, about children. Hey 
Mums and Dads it says 

4B: Oh, is it? 

4A: Yeah. Hey Mums and Dads 

4B: Your box is trying to grab people because you're gonna get a free growing 
kit with it. So it's trying to like, as if, like give something back 

4A: Yeah 

4D: Yeah 

4A: Yeah this is Kids for Cheerios, it's good to say yes 

4B: Mine just has the exact same on both sides 

(Laughter in the room) 

Mine's the most boring thing ever 

4D: Like, this is for you Dad 

4B: But this, if this is saying Dad your great, this is for, this is like more 
advertising to get it for adults 

4A: Yeah 

4B: Which I wouldn't have really thought 

4A: And this is advertised towards kids, which I didn't think it would be 

4B: No, I wouldn't either. I never thought Cheerios was really a kids’ cereal 

4A: Low sugar 

4B: What've you got? 

4C: Crunchy Nut, with its grown-ups go free offer 

4B: But I, but I think you would be more likely to get. Where do you go, to like a 
theme park? 

4C: Yeah a few different, like Legoland and Sea World, and Alton Towers and 
stuff 

4A: Look how many ingredients yours had got compared to mine 

4C: Yeah, mine's got like a billion, and you've got three (laughs) 

4A: And you've got about that big, and I've got a line for it 

4C: (Laughs) 
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4B: Really? 

But mine's only got a few ingredients, but yours, surely yours is better than  

4D: Yeah, mine only has like, not even two lines. Maize, sugar, fat reduced 
cocoa powder 

4B: Sugar's your second. But is sugar quite high on your list? 

4C: Yeah 

4B: Yeah 

4A: Where's sugar? I can't. Oh yeah. Yeah, it's quite 

4B: So they're all full of sugar? 

4D: Hmm (in agreement) 

4C: Mine's the second ingredient, is sugar 

4B: Hmm, same 

(Laugher in the room) 

4A: Mine's the third ingredient 

 
4D: Mine's 389 calories in 100g. Of fat, of sugar sorry 

4B: I think they're all loaded with sugar aren't they? 

4A: Well a 30g portion has 2% of your daily sugars 

4B: 2g? 

4A: 2%. 1.4g  

4B: Oh, okay 

4C: Mine's got 12%, so 

4A: That's a very high sugar content. I'd be like bouncing off the walls on that, 
let alone a child 

4B: (Laughs) 

4C: And I say, that's 9 servings in that box apparently, so 

4A: There's no way 9 servings 

4B: No (agrees) 

4A: Each serving, 40g 

4C: ... 
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4A: Well this is 10 servings in here, and it's about 3 times the size of it 

4B: See yours is probably a smaller size, but I bet you have to pay more for that 

4C: Yeah, probably 

4A: Whereas this is obviously quite a big box 

4C: Yeah, but how many servings have you got in there? 

4B: 16, apparently 

4C: 16, so yours are the same sort of box, and yours has only got?  

4A: 10 

4C: 10 servings 

4A: Cause, calories 

4C: No 

4D: This one's 18 

4B: 18? I wouldn't get 18 servings of Coco Pops out of that 

4C: See, you look at the size of the box and think that you'd get loads more out 
of that than you would you know, that one 

4B: And it depends how much air's in this as well 

(Laughter in the room) 

Because it's not full to the top. You always open it and there's always, it's never 
quite 

4A: (Interrupts) Frosties are like that thin, aren't they? 

4B: Yeah 

4A: They're so slim. They're like. They are practically like eating air covered in 
sugar 

4B: Yeah 

So out of all of the information on the pack, what would you actually look 
at, when you're in the supermarket? 

4A: I'd look at, probably that big green banner. Because green's like good 

4D: (Interrupts) Green's good, green's good 

(All participants agree) 

 
4A: The wholegrain guarantee sounds really good on mine 
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4C: Yeah, green bits again there. Vitamins and nuts 

4B: I would probably look at the bottom 

4D: Yeah, yeah 

4B: Where it says the information about how many calories and stuff are in it 

4A: Hmm (in agreement) 

4D: That's what we both always look at 

4B: Yeah (laughs) 

4A: I never look at those 

4B: Do you not? 

4A: But occasionally, I'd be maybe like stood there and I'd pick it up and I'd go 
oh my god have you seen this? But I'd never look at it before I buy it 

4D: Hmm (in agreement) 

4B: Oh no, I always look 

4A: I should do 

4D: I looked when I was buying some olives... 

4B: (Laughs) 

4A: I just go straight to the ingredients though, probably though because that's 
how I check that it's okay for me to eat (participant is lactose intolerant) 

4B: Yeah 

So, you mentioned the traffic light. What do you think about that? Do you 
think it's useful? 

4B: I think it's useful, but I think it can be quite misleading 

4A: It is very misleading 

4C: I noticed like on this one, it's all just in blue. Even though I imagine some of 
these would probably be red 

4B: Yeah 

4D: They're all, they're all just in blue 

4C: Like, you've got the ASDA one there that's got green and orange at the 
bottom. Where on these ones they're just in blue. And this (Crunchy Nut) is 
worse than that (Corn Flakes) 

4B: That is? 
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4C: Yeah, this one's worse than that, and that, and that's got orange on it, 
they're just all blue. So it's kind of hiding what's really in it 

4B: Yeah 

4A: It's very hard to compare as well. Cause if we were comparing these two, 
yours is on a 40g portion, whereas mine's on a 30g portion. And unless you're 
gonna stand and do the maths, you'd never really be able to compare which 
one was better for you 

4B: No (in agreement) 

4C: That's based on your portion isn't it? So that's what you should be eating 

4A: Hmm (unsure) 

4C: In a bowl, so 

4B: But are we assuming that's a children's portion or an adult's portion? 

4D: A children's portion 

4A: This 

4C: No idea 

4B: (Interrupts) for them all though? Even for like that? 

4A: This Frozen one doesn't even have. It has one thing here, and it's in a 
foreign language 

(Laughter in the room) 

4D: Where did you buy these from? 

4A: What is that? 

4C: It’s calories 

4A: It's 6% of your daily calories, but the rest is all in like, I don't even know 
what language that is, have you seen? 

(Participants joke that the cereal was brought back from another country) 

4D: I'm pretty sure you're not even allowed to sell it without the thing, the traffic 
lights on it 

4B: I know, I thought. I thought everything had to have the traffic light thing on it 
now 

4D: Yeah 

4B: But apparently not, cause this Weetabix doesn't have it either 

(Participants joke about shaking the boxes around to find the information) 
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No, I think that it's really misleading 

4A: Yeah 

 
4D: Yeah, they should all have the little bottom thing. It’s ridiculous 

4A: Because I'm not gonna stand and measure out 30g in the morning. I'm just 
going to pour what I think that I'm going to eat 

4B: Yeah 

4A: Of whatever, whoever I'm pouring it for. So I'm just gonna take a good 
guess, and I'm not gonna measure it out. So who knows how many calories or 
sugars I'm having, or whatever 

4B: Yeah 

The thing is you're more. I Think in that case like looking, just looking at the 
traffic light thing, you're more likely to buy the cheaper one because it has 
actually got the different colours. And it does seem a lot more healthier as well 

4A: Hmm (in agreement) 

So why do you think it's misleading? 

4B: Because people don't. I assume most people wouldn't know how much 30g 
was when you poured it into a bowl 

4A: And then does it tell you how much milk percentage you’re getting? 

4B: Yeah, your milk on top of that as well 

4C: Yeah 

I mean, when you look it's kinda like 30g portion for that, 40g for that. I always 
get the impression that they just say a portion size that meets whatever 
requirement they need for the amount of sugar or whatever's in there 

(All participants agree)  

They've gotta have it under a certain amount. So oh if we say it's a 35g portion 
it's within that limit 

4A: Yeah, then like the company can't be blamed if you eat a bigger portion and 
aren't healthy any more. Cause if you ate their recommendations then you'd be 
all right 

4B: Yeah 

4D: I think they will try and like make it look as good as possible. So like 

4B: (Interrupts) Oh yeah they'll put like the lowest amount 
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4D: Yeah 

4B: That they can possibly on there   

What's the most important information to you on the box? 

4D: I think the traffic lights 

4A: I don't know really 

4C: You tend to check fibre 

4A: Yeah, I like to look at the fibre content 

4B: Do ya? 

4A: Cause I always think that if you're gonna start your day, you need a high 
fibre content. That's what I've been told 

4B: (Laughs) 

4A: But that's the only thing I ever look at on the box, is the fibre content. I don't 
even look at the sugar, I just look at the fibre (laughs) 

4B: Yeah I think that you would look at. I would look at that for some, for my 
child. I would look at that 

Which one? 

4B: The traffic lights 

(4C), what about you? 

4C: Probably the traffic lights, and I probably wouldn't look beyond that. Other 
than it looks nice on the box, look at the traffic lights and probably ignore them 
any way cause it looks nice on the box 

(Laughter in the room) 

4A: With these traffic lights, cause they've not got any colours they don't mean 
anything. They don't mean anything to ya 

4C: (Interrupts) well yeah cause it's all just blue. You just look at it and I'd just 
look at that and go oh nothing's red it must be fine. 

4A: Yeah 

4B: Yeah 

4A: I'd do the same with that. Cause that's the same on that Cheerios 

4C: Yeah 

4A: They're all just blue 
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4D: And a lot of the time, like everyone fails to look at the portion, the size of the 
portion 

4A: Hmm (in agreement) 

4D: Although you don't even know like what it is exactly. But you think like  

4B: I think it makes you feel a bit better just looking at that traffic light thing 

4D: Yeah 

4B: You just think, oh yeah.  

4D: Oh yeah 

4B: And as long as you've looked you'll just put it in the box 

4C: No red bits, I'm okay 

4B: Yeah 

(Laughter in the room) 

I think it's just for like, to make you think it’s better 

4D: I bet like everyone does it. Oh it's great, it's not red 

4B: And obviously anything that they point out about like vitamin D, you think oh 
well that's got to be good then 

4A: Yeah 

4C: (Laughs) 

4B: So you'll just put it in 

So if it was the choice between two similar products, one that had 
something like vitamin D on it, and one that didn't, which one would you 
go for? 

4B: Probably the vitamin D 

4A: Yeah, if it advertised that it had at least only one good thing for me I would 
probably buy it 

4B: Yeah, yeah 

4D: Hmm (in agreement) 

4A: But like, even with this, the traffic lights over here. I'd be put off with this box 
because it's got a medium orange, amber one. Whereas, this one's all in blue 

4B: Yeah 

4A: So I'd think that one’s worse (the blue one) 
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4B: Yeah, cause you get told. You get told to like look for as many green ones 
as you can 

4A: Yeah.  

4C: Yeah 

4A: (Interrupts) nobody tells you what blue means 

4C: Even though that's quite a bit lower than the ones that are just all in blue 
anyway 

4A: Yeah 

4D: Hmm (in agreement) 

What about the tables on the side, like the ingredients, and the vitamins 
and minerals. Would you ever look at those? 

4B: Yeah. I think if you see like. The fewer ingredients you see, you're like oh 
well that's good then. Cause a few of them do, I'm sure I've seen 
advertisements where they say oh like we only have three ingredients 

4A: Yeah 

4B: So like when you only see a few, you think oh well it's not that bad 

4A: Yeah 

4B: But then when you see sugar's second, you should probably start 
questioning 

4A: Cause like when you get that crunchy nut one and there's like a list, like a 
huge list of ingredients, it makes me worried 

4B: Yeah 

4C: I don't tend to look at that. I probably should do, but I don't. I just look at the 
nutrition table. Amount of fibre, and that's about it 

4B: I would always look how high sugar was on the list 

4D: Yeah 

4A: Hmm (in agreement) 

4B: That would always worry me. Like if it is really high. And on the majority it 
does seem to be quite high 

4A: Especially cause this box advertises low sugar 

4B: Oh, does it? 

4A: Yeah, everywhere 
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4B: And is there still quite a lot of sugar in? 

4A: Low sugar, low sugar, low sugar 

4D: On the side as well, low sugar 

4B: (Laughs) 

4A: Yeah, it's on this side as well 

4D: Hmm (in agreement) 

4C: Then there's 7.3g, of sugar in a serving, with milk 

4D: Yeah... 

4A: But, it says low sugar, but what it really means, it says on the back. They 
have less than, they have less sugar in them, compared to the previous 

4B: Yeah 

4A: It's kind of misleading, a bit 

4B: I don't know. It wouldn't, I wouldn't go out of my way to look at the 
ingredients 

4A: No 

4D: You'd just spend the whole day in the supermarket looking for the right 
cereal 

4B: I know 

Now I wouldn't go out of my way, but if I did turn round and look then what I'd be 
looking for is like how high up sugar came on the list 

4A: If I was comparing two of the same things like say own brand Corn Flakes 
and branded Corn Flakes 

4B: Yeah 

4A: I might spend a bit more time then. Comparing Cheerios to Crunchy Nut, I 
probably, I wouldn't compare them the same way 

4B: Yeah, no (in agreement) 

There's quite a lot of emphasis on sugar. Would you add extra sugar to 
your child's cereal? 

4C: No 

4B: Depends what they were having. If they were having like Coco Pops or 
Frosties, then no 

(Laughter in the room) 
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If they were having Corn Flakes then yeah 

4D: Yeah 

4A: Yeah, they're a bit hard to digest without sugar 

4B: Yeah, they're very plain. Or like Weetabix 

4A: Hmm (in agreement) 

4B: Then sugar would go on top 

You talked a bit about portion size, and how it differs. Looking at a box 
now, would you find it easy enough to work out what a portion is for an 
adult and for a child? 

(All participants disagree) 

4C: Pour some out and have a guess 

4A: I wouldn’t know how much I should be eating or how much a child should be 
eating. I’d pour for me, whatever I thought I was hungry enough for, and then a 
half portion maybe for a child 

4B: Yeah, but generally I think, just a full bowl 

4D: Yeah 

4B: A full bowl with milk 

4A: Yeah, then they eat what they want and throw away what they don't eat 

4B: Yeah 

They usually eat a full bowl though 

4A: ... 

4B: But no I think. I think, like with (L), he would have like a full bowl, wouldn't 
he? 

4D: Yeah. And he always puts like. We only buy Corn Flakes, or Rice Krispies, 
and he always puts like milk, and cocoa powder on top of it 

(Laughter in the room) 

4B: Just to make it a bit more unhealthy 

(Laughter in the room) 

(Participants joke watching children) 

It depends as well, because as they're getting older then they start putting their 
own cereal in the bowl anyway. As you're getting older, like to the, what are they 
called? Juniors 
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4A: Yeah 

4B: Yeah. Then he just puts his own cereal in the bowl anyway 

4D: Yeah, he does it himself 

4B: So he just puts however much he wants in the bowl. So you can't control it 
anyway 

4A: No. I don't mind throwing away whatever's left behind 

4B: Hmm (in agreement) 

Would you let him pour it himself? 

4C: Yeah, if he. If they're eating what you pour. If they're consistently pouring 
more than they actually eat, then like no. But as long as they're eating what 
they're pouring out. Even if it's more than they probably should have. If they eat 
it, they eat it 

4B: Hmm (in agreement) 

4D: Hmm (in agreement) 

So you talked about picking a children's cereal so that the child would eat 
it basically. Do you think there is a problem getting children to eat in the 
morning? 

4B: Yeah, cause the problem is getting them to wake up, before school and eat 

4D: I think like the sleeping pattern is very messed up, now, for everyone 

4B: Depends if you, if you send em to bed at a normal time then generally you 
can usually try and wake them up and get em to eat. But, usually it's just a bit or 
a rush really. And obviously some schools do like a breakfast club as well 

4D: Yeah. But you don't really know what they serve 

4B: Then it's usually toast 

4D: Unless you like actually asked them 

4B: Yeah. But yeah, it is hard to get them to wake up in the morning, just to eat 
breakfast. It's generally, they don't really consider it that important 

4C: Nah, (B) loves his breakfast, so that's never a problem 

(Laughter in the room) 

4B: (L) usually just rolls out of bed and then goes to school 

4D: Yeah 

4A: I think it depends on the routine you're in 
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4C: Yeah 

4A: Because we've always got up, had breakfast straight away 

4B: Yeah 

4A: And then 

4C: Then you go get ready 

4A: Then you go get ready 

4B: Yeah, I suppose it depends how much importance you put on like, as an 
adult you put on breakfast. Cause you'd never eat breakfast 

4D: I never usually eat breakfast, no 

4A: Whereas for me, the first thing I think about in the morning is what am I 
gonna eat for breakfast 

4B: Yeah 

(Laughter in the room) 

4A: And the first thing I do is get out of bed and go straight for my food. So 
maybe that's why (B) wants to 

4B: Yeah, cause usually we, if you can. I think, if I can have five more minutes 
then I'll miss breakfast 

(Laughter in the room) 

I'd rather have sleep over breakfast. So I think that's like that pattern your kids 
take on as well 

4D: Our kids get a treat 

So you think it's a habit? 

(All participants agree) 

Would you say it's something you get from your parents? 

(All participants agree) 

4A: Yeah, cause I've got it from my mum, she's exactly the same as me 

4C: Yeah 

4A: And so on and so forth 

4C: I've got it from my Dad. First thing he does, downstairs, breakfast 

4B: Yeah, see we, breakfast was never important. My Mum doesn't eat 
breakfast now 
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4D: My father used to eat it yeah, but not all the time 

4B: No 

4D: Like it used to be like, say like two times in a week, I'd say. That he'd sit 
down, have coffee and eat some breakfast. But  

4B: (Interrupts) I think it's just passed down. If they don't eat it then you don't eat 
it 

4D: Yeah I suppose 

4A: Hmm (in agreement) 

And would you give anything with breakfast cereal? And fruit? 

4D: No 

4A: Orange juice 

4B Coke 

(Laughter in the room) 

4D: No, babe, Coke? 

4B: No, just. He does drink Coke, all the time 

4D: Yeah, but not with cereal 

4B: Yeah, he drinks it all the time, he does 

(Laughter in the room) 

No, probably wouldn't give fruit with breakfast cereal 

4A: No, cereal is just kind of, that's it 

4B: (Interrupts) cereal yeah, you have cereal and that's it 

4A: Cereal is your breakfast. A drink alongside 

4D: But you see that's a different part of. Like, obviously with my culture we 
always have fruit on the table, and we don't usually go for cereal at all 

4B: Yeah 

Yeah but since you came over here, since you came over here 

(Laughter in the room) 

Cereal is kind of a thing 

4D: No it, it still is, but we still always have fruit on the table, always, always 

4B: Yeah, but it doesn't mean it gets ate 
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4D: Well, not by him, no 

4B: No 

Okay, so we're going to do a bit of a test, exercise 

(Researcher weighs bowls) 

Firstly, pour out how much you would give to a child 

(Participants laugh and joke between themselves while opening boxes) 

4B: You give a very small portion, don't ya? 

4A: Yeah, but if it was me the bowl would be full, so I'd just 

4B: For you? 

4A: Yeah (laughs) 

(Participants talk between themselves while bowls are weighed) 

4B: I feel like we've given far too much 

4D: I think we though more about ourselves than the kids 

4A: And the he puts cocoa powder on the top and has a bottle of Coke? 

(Laughter in the room) 

Your child goes to school on a sugar high 

(Laughing and joking in the room) 

(Participants discuss the taste of the Cheerios)  

So that's 18g for (4A) 

4B: Oh, you're nasty 

4D: Your kid will starve 

I've only got a skinny child 

4D: He will starve 

4B: Ours is skinny, for now 

(Laugher in the room) 

41g for (4C) 

(Laughter in the room) 

4A: And this is why our child loves you the most 

(Laughter in the room) 
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4B: I dread to think what yours is 

4D: Balances it out 

62 for (4B) 

4A: God, I'm well stingy aren't I? 

4B: I mean that is a lot, but I wouldn't have thought that was loads  

4C: You see, I just worked out, about half of what I would have, but I'd, I’d fill 
that bowl up to the top, for me 

4B: Yeah 

4D: I'm dreading mine 

If yours is like that, like mine, I'm in trouble, me 

4B: I know 

(Laughter in the room) 

But when you fill that with milk, it will go to the top, and then that will be nice 

4A: Yeah 

And 57 for (4D) 

4B: Oh, mine's the highest 

4D: Oh honey, that's why they love us 

(Laughter in the room) 

So how much would you give for yourself? You can add a bit more if you 
want 

4A: For me? It's gonna be a full bowl 

4C: Yeah 

4B: Don't pretend that's how much you'd have 

(Participants laugh and joke as they measure their portions) 

So that's 29g 

4A: So I actually eat less than the portion. I'm on portion 

(Laughter in the room) 

4C: I'm, I’m well over 

4B: I'll probably be like treble. I'm giving the kid double 

4D: Well you're in double already. You're already double for your kid 
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4B: I know 

(Participants joke about buying a lot of cereal for this study) 

That's 89g, for (4C) 

(Laughter in the room) 

4A: This is why you're on a diet 

(Laughter in the room) 

Now think about that as your Alpen, and how high sugar your Alpen has though  

4C: It’s really bad 

4A: I’s insane, the amount of sugar 

4B: You wouldn't have thought though. What is it better than the sugar you 
would find in Coco Pops? Is it a different sugar or is it the same? 

4C: No, it's just sugar 

4A: No it's the same 

4C: Loads of sugar in it 

4B: Oh, God (surprised) 

4A: So it's full of fibre, which is good 

4B: And you'd think like, oh it's dead good that, wouldn't you, when you think of 
Alpen 

That's 80g for (4B) 

4B: That's why I stay away from cereal 

I usually only have one Weetabix now. I'm quite good now, yeah one 

(Participants discuss the taste of Weetabix) 

That's 76g for (4D) 

4B: You'd have more than that you liar 

(Laughter in the room) 

4D: The bowl's almost full 

(Participants discuss the weight of the cereal) 

So, does that surprise you? 

4B: Yeah  

4A: Yeah, I thought I'd have a lot more than the portion size 
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4C: I'm not surprised. I knew I ate a lot more than the portion size (laughs) 

4B: I think it's surprising. I would have thought that there was a lot less, like the 
weight was a lot less than what it actually was 

4C: I'm surprised I'm so far over, but I knew that I ate more than what portions 
need to be 

4B: Hmm (in agreement) 

4A: We'll have to get the scales out from now on 

4C: I'd go hungry (laughs) 

4D: Go into work early 

(Participants joke about (4A) being spot on) 

4B: No, I think that, I don't know. We obviously put too much in, and yous are 
quite, give it quite sparingly really 

4C: Well, you did, I didn't 

4B: Yeah. I feel like your child might need a bit more food 

(Laugher in the room) 

4D: Give some toast with that 

4B: Yeah 

4A: At weekends 

(Laughter in the room) 

4B: You give toast as well on a weekend? 

4A: I just give them that bowl of cereal. If they ate it and they wanted more they 
could have more 

4B: Oh, okay 

4A: But I'm not gonna say that's it now, that's your bowl. That's what I would 
serve them 

4B: Oh see I probably would. If I'd give that full bowl and they wanted more I'd 
say no that's enough, stop being greedy 

4A: But, that's, it's most of the time 

4D: (Interrupts) you're like, you're only having two servings 

4A: They'd eat that and be full, and be happy to go on until the next came to me 
later and said I'm hungry 

4B: (Laughs) 
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So what would be your main priority then, when you're giving your child 
their breakfast cereal? Cause you mentioned trying to keep them full, do 
you think that's something you'd all think about? 

4B: No 

4A: I don't like the idea of them going to school hungry 

4B: Maybe because we give such a big portion though, then we just assume 
you've had enough now 

4D: Yeah 

4C: I think I'd be more, more looking at how much they're gonna finish rather 
than how much they should have. So if they finished it all and they were happy 
I'd be okay with that, even if it was less than what they, they probably should 
eat to keep them full 

(Noises of agreement in the room) 

4A: I'd be relying on them to tell me I want a bit more, after they'd finished that. 
So I'd be like 

4B: I think that's okay for you though, because we've seen your portion size is 
quite nice and small. Whereas if you saw mine, and the child was like I want 
another bowl 

(Laughter in the room) 

(Participants joke about their children having a sleepover) 

4B: Like if you gave. I know I've put a bit more in, but if you gave that, and then 
they were like could I have some more, would you not be like no that was 
enough? 

4A: Yeah, if they'd had that I'd be like no you've had enough (B) 

4B: Yeah 

4A: But, I feel like that's a proper serving of breakfast 

4B: Yeah 

4A: If they ate it all, but 

4C: I think it depends on the cereal as well. Cause if they'd eaten that big bowl 
of Frosties and gone I want more 

4B: Oh yeah 

4C: I'd be a bit like hmm maybe not. But if they'd eaten that bowl of Corn Flakes 
and wanted more, it's a lot less than what's in the Frosties 

4B: Yeah 
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4C: So you, maybe you'd be a bit more go on you can have a bit more 

4B: Yeah 

4C: Cause you know it's slightly better 

4B: Yeah 

4C: Not by much, but 

4D: It depends how much sugar you add onto it as well though 

4B: Yeah, if you're putting sugar on top of that 

4D: Not on top of the Frosties 

4B: Oh no 

4D: You'd overdose 

(Laughter in the room) 

Okay, so I think that's about it. We've covered making a choice, 
advertising, price, brands, nutritional information, ingredients and portion 
size. Anything else? Anything we missed? 

4A: What was the right portion size for a child? 

4B: Yeah what was it? Is the 30 for a child? 

So, everyone grab a box, see if they can work it out 

4A: Now this says for adults on the back. Reference intake for adults. And then 
it has a star and says reference intake for an average adult (laughs). Doesn't 
really make it any clearer 

4C: Mine doesn't actually mention adult or child 

4D: Yeah 

4C: Anywhere on the box 

4D: Mine says this amount of energy is one bowl 

4C: Even the nutritional chart doesn't say for an average adult 

4D: Impossible 

4B: Let's have a look. Not it just. It does. All it says is that your average. Mine 
says about your calorie intake for an adult. Telling you that it's 2000. But it 
doesn't say anything about portion, do ya know like, anything for a child 

4C: Hmm (in agreement) 

4B: Yours says about average for an adult 
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4D: Yeah. I suppose they all say this stuff 

4B: Hmm (in agreement) 

So I've not got a clue 

4A: I'd say the 30g was for adults on this box, just based 

4B: (Interrupts) yeah, I would assume that 30g was for adults 

4C: (Interrupts) yeah, I'd assume so, but it doesn't. There's no indication of what 
it, what it actually refers to on the 

4B: (Interrupts) but if the 30's for. I'd be a bit worried if the Coco Pops was 30 
for adults really. It's not really an adult's cereal is it? I mean, I know adults eat it 
(laughs) 

4A: I ate it for breakfast the other day 

4B: But really it's aimed at children 

4A: Yeah, that monkey is definitely for children 

4B: Yeah 

4A: And the grass head 

4D: So it just becomes more misleading 

4B: So, would we assume that they should be having 15g? How many calories 
are children supposed to eat? 

4A: I don't know 

4C: Not a clue 

4D: Not exactly sure 

We're great parents 

4B: I know 

(Laugher in the room and participants joke about going to parenting 
classes)   

If 30 was for adults, then I would assume that we're looking at about 15 to 20g 
for a child. Just as a guess 

4A: See like on this box I would like, looking at it cause I believe this is like an 
adult cereal. I would say the 30g was for adults. But then looking at the Coco 
Pops, because it's branded at children, I would say the 30g is for children 

4B: Hmm (in agreement) 

4A: So I don't really, none the wiser really 
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4B: No (in agreement) 

And (4A) you mentioned reference intake. Does anyone know what that 
means? 

4A: No 

4B: No 

4A: I guess that, oh I don't know 

4B: Reference intakes? 

4A: Yeah 

4B: Have you got reference intakes explained? Mine just says. So when it says 
the 478 I don't know what kJ is, and 113 calories. So it just says the amount of 
energy in one bowl over the percentage of your daily energy allowance that one 
bowl will provide 

4A: I don't get that anywhere on this box 

4B: Yours says the same as mine. Probably just because it's from the same 
brand 

4D: It's surprising that Coco Pops and 

4B: Frosties 

4D: Frosties are the same percentages in calories. They're both 6% in calories 

4B: Hmm (in agreement) 

4D: I thought that the Frosties would be much more unhealthier than Coco Pops 

4A: It has a good to know section. But it just talks about grain. It doesn't tell me 
anything about anything else 

I feel a bit cereal blind now 

4B: Yeah, I’m none the wiser 

4C: Mine says nothing at all 

(Laughter in the room) 

So, these tables with the reference intakes. Do you think they're easy to 
understand? 

4B: No 

4D: No 

4A: I guess reference intake would be what you're supposed to take per day, 
maybe? I don't know 
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4B: It tells you how much you're supposed. Does yours tell you how many? 
Cause it says 6%, but some people might not. Like saturated fat 0.2%, and 
some people would be like, hmm 

4A: Well this one says, cause I guess if it's a reference intake per adult, an 
average adult, it would be the same on every box 

4B: Yeah 

4A: So mine says say fat, reference intake 70g. Does yours say the same? 

4B: No 

4C: Yeah, mines the same 

4B: No it doesn't. What, for how much you're supposed to have per day is 70g 
of fat? 

4A: Yeah, the reference. Cause it has reference intake 70g, and then the next 
column it says a 30g serving provides. And then it has a percentage reference 
intake, which is 3% 

4B: No, it doesn't say on these that 70g is the amount of fat you're supposed to 
have. Or you can have, your maximum 

4D: ... 

4A: Let's see, cause sugars 

4D: But like, it says here 

4B: Yeah, it says fat, and that's 0.3%, but it's working out  

4A: I suppose 

4B: That 0., what, like how much 0.2 is 

4D: Yeah, but 0.2 is 0.3% of the 30g. Whereas this, is 0.8g, is like 1 full percent 

4A: Yeah, but I wouldn't, I don't know what's going on. I wouldn't be able to, I 
wouldn't stand there and be able to work out how many 

4D: No no no no, that's not the point. The point is like you can tell that like 30g 
is, 1% of the 30g is fat, just basic fat 

4B: Yeah 

4D: Yours is 0.3 

4B: Yeah, I know but it doesn't 

4A: (Interrupts) mine's 3% of your daily fat is in this 30g portion 

4B: I know it's telling you that mine us 0.3%, but what I'm saying is it's not telling 
me how much. It's not saying 0.3%, oh and by the way you're allowed 70g of fat 
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4A: That's an average adult as well. It doesn't quite specify 

4B: Well women and men are different as well 

(All participants agree) 

Women aren't allowed to take, are, don't have as many calories, so it doesn't 
explain that either 

4A: Basically it tells us nothing this table. It's just here 

4B: Yeah 

4C: Yeah 

4D: But you see, in the bottom 

4C: (Interrupts) for an average person that doesn't exist 

(Laughter in the room) 

4D: In the bottom of the, of the traffic light. They say like per 100g. Where, I, 
you could supposedly say that that's for like an adult measure 

4B: No, cause there's only 500g, and you're not allowed five portions of it 
(laughs) 

4D: I dunno 

(Laughter in the room) 

4B: I just think that they've just put on that they can get away with really. 
Because like I say, they say an average adult, but men and women don't have 
the same, same amount of calories in a day 

4D: No (in agreement) 

4A: I don't, I don't know whether you're average, or that I'm average  

4B: No (in agreement) 

4C: I'd say a, a male adult is meant to have about two and a half thousand 
calories per day 

4A: So this is probably based on women then? 

4C: Well no, because it would be an average adult. So it would take women and 
men into account 

4D: Men have more 

4C: And stick it down the middle somewhere. So it doesn't really work for 
anybody 

4A: No 
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4B: They've put it on, but they probably know that no one is gonna have a look 
at it. No one is gonna sit and scrutinise what they've said 

4A: Yeah, and the people that 

4C: (Interrupts) probably, that's probably lower than a male, and higher than a 
female. So 

4B: Yeah 

4C: Who, who, who is this? 

4B: Who is that person? Yeah 

4C: Who is this average adult? (Laughs) 

4B: And if they, and obviously if like your Coco Pops are aimed at children, why 
are they not putting average child? Why are we still looking at average adult? 

4D: Yeah, if it's aimed at a child, kids 

4A: Yeah 

4B: Yeah. Cause I'm guessing that this Frozen one is gonna be the same. Oh 
it's not in English 

(Laughter in the room) 

Oh no, but you can see that it says 2000 calories. It's saying the same as what 
the English one is saying 

4C: Yeah, they're the same figures 

4B: And no adult is gonna, well, no normal adult would really (laughs) buy 
Frozen cereal. So they should be putting a child's, the information for a child on 
there 

4A: Yeah. But they can't be perceived to be advertising for children. Is that why 
they do it? 

4B: Why? 

4A: Because, I don't know. I just, I saw it on the news 

4B: (Laughs) 

4A: And I didn't understand it, but it was that they couldn't be perceived to 
advertise certain things to children. They had to be advertised to adults, to buy. 
I don't know, it got very confusing on the news. It was a while back 

4B: That doesn't make sense that though   

But then if they're putting like cartoons on 

4D: Hmm (in agreement) it doesn’t make sense though 
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4B: If they're putting cartoons on them they are still aiming it at a child. Trying to 
get, to like to try and tell the parent oh I want this, like a, like a say it was a toy 

4A: But none of them, even the ones like, they don't have anywhere that says a 
child portion or an average child. So even if you wanted you child to eat say 
Corn Flakes, which are better than covered in sugar 

4B: Hmm (in agreement) 

4A: Frosties. This still doesn't tell ya. Because that's not perceived to be 
advertised to children. So, you don't. You're none the wiser whatever you buy 

4B: No. And because it's saying 30g then, is it 30g yeah? 

4D: Yeah 

4B: Then you're, if you're buying Coco Pops then I would think oh well they can 
have, I would think that that, because it was like for children 

4A: Yeah 

4B: That I could give my child 30g. So it's no wonder that everyone's obese, 
really. If you, cause they don't, they're not putting like correct information on 
really 

4A: No, we want some answers 

(Laughter in the room) 

4B: I'm quite angry really, at the cereal companies     

4A: Yeah 

(Laughter in the room) 

I will be looking more closely 

4D: I'll never buy cereal again (jokes) 

(Conversation veers to advertising chocolate to children and adults) 

END 
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Appendix 10: Framework analysis 

Appearance of subthemes within groups 

Subthemes Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
Unnecessary 
information 

    

“Healthy is 
boring” 

    

Importance 
put on 
breakfast 

 
 

   
 

Pay no 
attention 

    

Price 
difference 

    

Packaging 
appeal 

    

Child 
vulnerability 

    

Promotions     
Marketing 
awareness 

    

Inconsistent 
information 

    

Brand 
recognition 

    

Price concern     
Wastage     
Habit     
Health 
concerns 

    

Picky eaters     
Difference in 
quality 

    

Availability     
Social stigma     
Curiosity     
Association 
with health 

    

Market 
saturation 

    

Ease of use     
Product ideals     
Unclear 
information 

    

Child requests     
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Appearance of subthemes within groups (continued) 

Subthemes Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
Mistrust of 
information 

    

Time 
constraints 

    

Enjoyable 
taste 

    

Lack of 
parental 
control 

 
 

  
 

 
 

Social class     
Sugar content     
Calorie control     
Nutrition 
knowledge 

    

Complicated 
information 

    

Hunger     
Appealing to 
adults 

    

 

Number of subthemes within themes in each group 

Themes Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
Mistrust 9 9 8 9 
Priorities 5 5 4 5 
Knowledge 
and 
awareness 

 
7 

 
3 

 
2 

 
5 

Healthy living 4 4 1 3 
Child 
preference 

5 4 4 4 

Budget 3 3 2 2 
Appeal 11 7 5 7 
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